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Description

Title of Invention: INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE, IN¬

FORMATION PROCESSING METHOD, AND PROGRAM
Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to an information processing device, an information

processing method, and a program, and more particularly, to an information processing

device, an information processing method, and a program, in which contents may be

quickly deleted.

Background Art
[0002] In recent years, recording and reproducing devices are widely spread, and it is

generally performed that an AV (Audio Visual) signal that is broadcasted is recorded

on a disc and is reproduced at a user's desired timing. This AV signal is digitalized and

thus compression thereof is possible, and AV signals corresponding to a long period of

time may be recorded on the disc.

[0003] However, as a recording medium that stores contents including the AV signal, in

addition to discs (disks) such as a Blu-Ray disc, a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), and a

hard disk, semiconductor memories such as a flash memory card are used.

[0004] A capacity of this recording medium is increased and a signal is digitalized, such that

increasingly numerous contents may be recorded on the recording medium. As a result,

the number of contents that may be recorded on a recording medium, and more

specifically, the number of PlayLists is significantly increased to substantially 10,000

or more compared to at most 200 up to now.

[0005] A technology of managing the contents that are recorded on the recording medium

with a PlayList and a Clip is disclosed in JP-A-2002-158972. The Clip is data as an

actual state of the contents, and the PlayList designates a predetermined period of the

Clip. For example, when a user gives an instruction with respect to contents to be re

produced, actually, the PlayList is designated. In addition, a range that is referred to by

the PlayList of the Clip is reproduced.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem
[0006] One Clip may be referred to by two or more PlayLists. A referred range may be

common, or may be different in each case. When the Clip as data that is an actual state

of the contents, and the PlayList as the reproduction range thereof are managed inde

pendently, content data as the actual state in which an amount of data is large is

prevented from being recorded in a duplicate manner. As a result thereof, a recording

capacity of the recording medium may be effectively used.



[0007] As a result, when deletion of one PlayList is instructed, a corresponding Clip may not

be deleted immediately. Whether or not the Clip is referred to by another PlayList is

investigated, and only in a case the Clip is not referred to by another PlayList, the Clip

may be deleted.

[0008] However, as the number of PlayList increases, in a case where the deletion of the

PlayList recorded on the recording medium is instructed, it takes a long time to in

vestigate whether or not the corresponding Clip is referred to by another PlayList. As a

result, it is difficult to quickly delete the PlayList, that is, the contents.

[0009] It is therefore desirable to quickly delete contents.

Solution to Problem
[0010] An embodiment of the present disclosure is directed to an information processing

device including a controller. The controller may control generation or alteration of a

first reproduction information according to a flag. The flag may indicate whether a

content file referred to by the first reproduction information is referred to by second re

production information.

[001 1] Alteration of the first reproduction information may include dividing the first re

production information. In response to dividing the first reproduction information, the

flag may be set to indicate that the content file referred to by the first reproduction in

formation is referred to by the second reproduction information.

[0012] Alteration of the first reproduction information may include combining the first re

production information with other reproduction information. In response to combining

the reproduction information with the other reproduction information, the flag may be

set to indicate that the content file referred to by the first reproduction information is

not referred to by the second reproduction information.

[0013] In response to generation of the first reproduction information, the flag may be set to

indicate that the content file referred to by the first reproduction information is not

referred to by the second reproduction information.

[0014] In the event that the content file referred to by the first reproduction information is

referred to by the second reproduction information, the flag may be set to a binary

value of one.

[0015] In the event that the content file referred to by the first reproduction information is

referred to by the second reproduction information, the content file may not be deleted

in response to an instruction to delete the first reproduction information.

[0016] In the event that the content file referred to by the first reproduction information is

not referred to by the second reproduction information, the flag may be set to a binary

value of zero.

[0017] In the event that the content file referred to by the first reproduction information is



not referred to by the second reproduction information, the content file may be deleted

in response to an instruction to delete first reproduction information. The first re

production information may be a first play list file or a first index, and the second re

production information may be a second play list file or a second index.

[0018] Another embodiment of the present disclosure is directed to an information

processing device including a controller. In response to receiving an instruction to

delete a first reproduction information, the controller may access a first flag associated

with the first reproduction information. The first flag may indicate whether to delete

both the first reproduction information and a first content file referred to by the first re

production information. In the event that the first flag indicates that both the first re

production information and the first content file are to be deleted in response to the in

struction to delete the first reproduction information, the controller may control

deletion of the first reproduction information and the first content file.

[0019] In the event that the first flag indicates that the first content file is not to be deleted in

response to the instruction to delete the first reproduction information, the controller

may access a second flag associated with second reproduction information that

indicates that a second content file referred to by the second reproduction information

is referred to by third reproduction information.

[0020] The second reproduction information is not referred to by the first reproduction in

formation.

[0021] The first flag may indicate that the first content file is not to be deleted in the event

that the first content file is referred to by the second reproduction information.

[0022] Another embodiment of the present disclosure is directed to an information

processing device including a controller. In response to an instruction to alter a first

content file referred to by first reproduction information, the controller may determine

whether the instruction corresponds to a deleting operation to delete the first content

file, a combining operation to combine the first content file with a second content file,

or a dividing operation to divide contents of the first content file. In the event that the

instruction corresponds to the deleting operation, the combining operation, or the

dividing operation, a value of a flag of the first reproduction information may be set to

indicate that the first content file is referred to by second reproduction information.

[0023] In the event that the value of the flag indicates that the first content file is referred to

by the second reproduction information, the first content file may not be deleted in

response to an instruction to delete the first reproduction information.

[0024] Another embodiment of the present disclosure is directed to an information

processing device including a controller. In the event that a content file referred to by

first reproduction information is marked for deletion, the controller may cause a value

of a flag to be changed. The flag may indicate whether the content file is referred to by



second reproduction information.

[0025] Another embodiment of the present disclosure is directed to an information

processing method that corresponds to the information processing device.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0026] According to the embodiments of the present disclosure, contents may be quickly

deleted.

Brief Description of Drawings
[0027] [fig. l]Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a configuration of an information processing

device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[fig.2]Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a functional configuration of a control unit.

[fig.3]Fig. 3 is a diagram explaining a format of data that is recorded on a recording

medium by a recording and reproducing device.

[fig.4]Fig. 4 is a diagram explaining a Real PlayList and a Virtual PlayList.

[fig.5]Figs. 5A to 5C are diagrams explaining creation of the Real PlayList.

[fig.6]Figs. 6A to 6C are diagrams explaining deletion of the Real PlayList.

[fig.7]Fig. 7 is a diagram explaining assemble editing.

[fig.8]Fig. 8 is a diagram explaining a case in which a sub-path is provided to the

Virtual PlayList.

[fig.9]Fig. 9 is a diagram explaining changing of a reproduction sequence of the

PlayList.

[fig. 10]Fig. 10 is a diagram explaining a mark on the PlayList and a mark on the Clip.

[fig. 1l]Fig. 11 is a diagram explaining a menu thumbnail.

[fig. 12]Fig. 12 is a diagram explaining a mark that is added to the PlayList.

[fig. 13]Fig. 13 is a diagram explaining a mark that is added to the Clip.

[fig.l4]Fig. 14 is a diagram explaining a relationship between the PlayList, the Clip,

and a thumbnail file.

[fig.l5]Fig. 15 is a diagram explaining a directory structure.

[fig. 16]Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating a display example of a title list.

[fig. 17]Fig. 17 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of NDEX.BAV file.

[fig.l8]Fig. 18 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of INFO.BAV file.

[fig. 19]Fig. 19 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of ExtensionData().

[fig.20]Fig. 20 is a diagram illustrating an example of the syntax of ExtensionData().

[fig.21]Fig. 2 1 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of PL_to_Clip_table().

[fig.22]Fig. 22 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of xxxxx.RPL and xxxxx.VPL.

[fig.23]Figs. 23A to 23C are diagrams explaining the PlayList.

[fig.24]Fig. 24 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of the PlayList.

[fig.25]Fig. 25 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of UIAppInfoPlayList.



[fig.26]Fig. 26 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of Playltem.

[fig.27]Fig. 27 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of PlayListMark.

[fig.28]Fig. 28 is a diagram illustrating a table of markjype.

[fig.29]Fig. 29 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of MENU.THM/MARK.THM.

[fig.30]Fig. 30 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of Thumbnail.

[fig.31]Fig. 3 1 is a flowchart explaining a recording process.

[fig.32]Fig. 32 is a diagram illustrating creation of the Real PlayList.

[fig.33]Fig. 33 is a diagram illustrating division of the Real PlayList.

[fig.34]Fig. 34 is a diagram illustrating combination of the Real PlayList.

[fig.35]Fig. 35 is a flowchart explaining a deletion process.

[fig.36]Fig. 36 is a diagram illustrating deletion of the entirety of the Real PlayList.

[fig.37]Fig. 37 is a diagram illustrating deletion of a part of the Real PlayList.

[fig.38]Fig. 38 is a diagram illustrating editing of the Real PlayList.

[fig.39]Fig. 39 is a diagram illustrating editing of the Real PlayList.

[fig.40]Fig. 40 is a diagram illustrating editing of the Real PlayList.

[fig.41]Fig. 4 1 is a diagram illustrating editing of the Real PlayList.

[fig.42]Fig. 42 is a diagram illustrating editing of the Real PlayList.

[fig.43]Fig. 43 is a flowchart explaining a recording process.

[fig.44]Fig. 44 is a diagram illustrating editing of the Real PlayList.

Description of Embodiments
Hereinafter, embodiments to implement the present disclosure (hereinafter, referred

to as "embodiments") will be described. In addition, the description will be made in the

following order.

1. Configuration of Recording and Reproducing Device

2. Editing of AV Stream

3. Functional Configuration of Control Unit

4. Explanation of Operation

5. PlayList

6. Editing of Real PlayList

7. Operation of Virtual PlayList

8. Re-editing of Virtual PlayList

9. Mark

10. Thumbnail

11. CPI

12. Directory and File

13. INDEX.BAV File

14. INFO.BAV



15. ExtensionData()

16. PL_to_Clips_table()

17. Real PlayList File and Virtual PlayList File

18. Syntax of PlayList

19. UIAppInfoPlayList

20. Syntax of Playltem

21. PlayListMarkO

22. MENU.THM

23. AV Stream File

24. Recording Process 1

25. Contents Deleting Process

26. Editing Example 1

27. Recording Process 2

28. Editing Example 2

29. Application of Embodiment of Present Disclosure to Program

30. Others

[0029] Configuration of Recording and Reproducing Device>

Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclosure will be described with reference

to the attached drawings. Fig. 1 shows a diagram illustrating an internal configuration

example of an information processing device according to an embodiment of the

present disclosure. First, a description will be made with respect to a configuration of a

part that performs an operation of recording a signal input from the outside in a

recording medium. As an information processing device that executes at least one of

recording of information and reproduction thereof, a recording and reproducing device

1 is configured in such a manner that analog data or digital data may be input thereto

and may be recorded therein.

[0030] An analog video signal is input to a terminal 11, and analog audio signal is input to a

terminal 12. The video signal input to the terminal 11 is output to an analysis unit 14

and an AV encoder 15, respectively. The audio signal input to the terminal 12 is output

to the AV encoder 15. The analysis unit 14 extracts characteristic points such as a

scene change from the input video signal.

[0031] The AV encoder 15 encodes the video and audio signals that are input, respectively,

and outputs system information (S) such as an encoded video stream (V), an encoded

audio stream (A), and AV synchronization to a multiplexer 16.

[0032] The encoded video stream is a video stream that is encoded by, for example, a

MPEG (Moving Picture Expert Group)-2 method, and the encoded audio stream is an

audio stream that is encoded by a MPEG- 1 method, an audio stream that is encoded by

a Dolby AC3 method, or the like. The multiplexer 16 multiplexes the video and audio



streams that are input on the basis of input system information, and outputs the mul

tiplexed streams to a multiplexed stream analysis unit 18 and a source packetizer 19

via a switch 17.

[0033] The multiplexed stream is, for example, an MPEG-2 transport stream or a MPEG-2

program stream. The source packetizer 19 encodes the input multiplexed stream to an

AV stream including a source packet in accordance with an application format of a

recording medium 100 in which the stream is recorded. The AV stream is subjected to

a predetermined process by an ECC (error correction) encoding unit 20 and a

modulation unit 2 1 and is output to a writing unit 22. The writing unit 22 writes (that

is, records) AV stream files in the recording medium 100 on the basis of a control

signal output from a control unit 23. In addition, the recording medium 100 may be

configured by semiconductor memories such as a flash memory card in addition to

discs (disks) such as a Blu-Ray disc, a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), and a hard disk.

[0034] A transport stream, which is input from a digital interface or a digital television

tuner, of digital television broadcasting is input to a terminal 13. As a recording

method of the transport stream input to the terminal 13, two methods may be ex

emplified. That is, a method of recording the transport stream in a transparent way, and

a method of recording the transport stream after re-encoding thereof so as to lower a

recording bit rate may be exemplified. Instruction information about the recording

method is input from a terminal 24 to which a user interface (not shown) is connected

to the control unit 23.

[0035] In the case of recording the input transport stream in the transparent way, the

transport stream that is input to the terminal 13 is output to the multiplexed stream

analysis unit 18 and the source packetizer 19. A process until the AV stream is

recorded in the recording medium 100 after this output process is the same as the

process in the case of encoding the input audio and video signals and of recording the

encoded input audio and video signals, such that the description thereof will be

omitted.

[0036] In the case of recording the input transport stream after re-encoding this stream, the

transport stream input to the terminal 13 is input to a demultiplexer 26. The demul

tiplexer 26 applies a demultiplexing process with respect to the input transport stream,

and extracts the video stream (V), the audio stream (A), and the system information

(S).

[0037] Among streams (that is, plural pieces of information) extracted by the demultiplexer

26, the video stream is output to an AV decoder 27, and the audio stream and the

system information are output to the multiplexer 16, respectively. The AV decoder 27

decodes the input video stream, and output a reproduction video signal thereof to the

AV encoder 15. The AV encoder 15 encodes the input video signal and outputs an



encoded video stream (V) to the multiplexer 16.

[0038] On the other hand, the audio stream and the system information that are output from

the demultiplexer 26 and that are input to the multiplexer 16, and the video stream that

is output from the AV encoder 15 are multiplexed on the basis of input system in

formation and are output to the multiplexed stream analysis unit 18 and the source

packetizer 19 via the switch 17 as a multiplexed stream. A process until the AV stream

is recorded in the recording medium 100 after this output process is the same as the

process in the case of encoding the input audio and video signals and of recording the

encoded input audio and video signals, such that the description thereof will be

omitted.

[0039] The recording and reproducing device 1 according to the embodiment of the present

disclosure records the AV stream files in the recording medium 100 and also records

application database information describing this file. The application database in

formation is created by the control unit 23. The information input to the control unit 23

includes characteristic information of a moving image from the analysis unit 14, char

acteristic information of the AV stream from the multiplexed stream analysis unit 18,

and instruction information, which is input from the terminal 24, from a user.

[0040] The characteristic information of the moving image that is supplied from the analysis

unit 14 is information that relates to a characteristic image in the input moving image

signal, and includes, for example, designated information (for example, a mark) such

as a starting point of a program, a change point of a scene, and initiation and ter

mination points of a commercial (CM). In addition, the characteristic information also

includes thumbnail image information of an image at the designated site.

[0041] The characteristic information of the AV stream from the multiplexed stream

analysis unit 18 is information that relates to encoding information of the AV stream

that is recorded, and includes, for example, address information of an I picture in the

AV stream, an encoding parameter of the AV stream, change point information of the

encoding parameter in the AV stream, information (for example, a mark) related to a

characteristic image in the video stream, and the like.

[0042] The user's instruction information from the terminal 24 includes designation in

formation of a reproduction section, which is designated by a user, in the AV stream,

character letters that explain the contents of the reproduction section, a bookmark that

is set to a preferable scene by a user, information of a resume point, and the like.

[0043] For example, the control unit 23 that is made up by, for example, a microprocessor

unit includes a storage unit 23A that stores predetermined information. The control

unit 23 creates a database (Clip) of the AV stream, a database of a grouped one

(PlayList) of a reproduction section (Palyltem) of the AV stream, management in

formation (INFO.BAV) of the recorded contents of the recording medium 100, and in-



formation of the thumbnail image on the basis of the input information. Application

database information including these kinds of information are processed by the ECC

encoding unit 20 and the modulation unit 2 1 similarly to the AV stream, and are input

to the writing unit 22. The writing unit 22 records database file in the recording

medium 100 on the basis of the control signal output from the control unit 23.

[0044] Details of the above-described application database information will be described

later.

[0045] In this manner, in a case where the AV stream files (that is, files of image data and

voice data) that are recorded on the recording medium 100, and the application

database information are reproduced, the following processes are performed. First, the

control unit 23 gives an instruction to a reading-out unit 28 so as to read out the ap

plication database information from the recording medium 100. Then, the reading-out

unit 28 reads out the application database information from the recording medium 100,

and this application database information is input to the control unit 23 after u n

dergoing a process in a demodulation unit 29 and an ECC decoding unit 30.

[0046] The control unit 23 outputs a list of PlayLists (that is, a list of contents) that is

recorded on the recording medium 100 on the basis of the application database in

formation to the terminal 24 to which a user interface I/O is connected. In addition, the

list of the PlayLists may be output to a display (not shown) from a terminal 32 as a

video output. When a user selects a PlayList (that is, contents) which the user desires

to reproduce from the list of PlayLists, information related to Playlist in which re

production is designated is input from the user interface I/O of the terminal 24 to the

control unit 23. The control unit 23 gives an instruction to the reading-out unit 28 so as

to read out the AV stream file that is necessary to reproduce the PlayList. The reading-

out unit 28 reads out a corresponding AV stream from the recording medium 100 and

outputs this AV stream to the demodulation unit 29. The AV stream input to the de

modulation unit 29 is subjected to a predetermined process, and is output to a source

packetizer 3 1 after undergoing a further process by the ECC decoding unit 30.

[0047] The list of PlayLists is displayed even when a user gives an instruction about deletion

of the PlayList. A user designates a specific PlayList to be deleted in the displayed list.

[0048] The source packetizer 3 1 converts the AV stream of an application format, which is

read out from the recording medium 100 and to which a predetermined process is

performed, to a stream that may be output to the demultiplexer 26. The demultiplexer

26 outputs system information (S) such as the video stream (V), the audio stream (A),

and the AV synchronization that make up the reproduction section (that is, Playltem)

of the AV stream that is designated by the control unit 23 to the AV decoder 27. The

AV decoder 27 decodes the video stream and the audio stream, and outputs a re

production video signal and a reproduction audio signal from corresponding terminals



32 and 33, respectively.

[0049] In addition, in a case where information that instructs random access reproduction or

special reproduction is input from the terminal 24 as the user interface, the control unit

23 determines a reading-out site of the AV stream from the recording medium 100 on

the basis of the contents of the database (Clip) of the AV stream, and gives an in

struction of reading-out of the AV stream to the reading-out unit 28. For example, in a

case where the PlayList that is selected by the user is reproduced from a predetermined

time, the control unit 23 give an instruction to the reading-out unit 28 so as to read out

data from I picture having a time stamp that is closest to a designated time.

[0050] In addition, when receiving instruction of high-speed reproduction (Fast-forward

playback) from a user, the control unit 23 gives an instruction to the reading-out unit

28 on the basis of the database (Clip) of the AV stream so as to sequentially and con

tinuously read out I-picture data in the AV stream.

[005 1] The reading-out unit 28 reads out data of the AV stream from the designated random

access point, and the read-out data is reproduced after undergoing a process in each

subsequent stage unit.

[0052] <Editing of AV Stream>

Next, a description will be made with respect to a case in which a user edits the AV

stream that is recorded on the recording medium 100. In a case where the user desires

to create a new reproduction path by designating a reproduction section of the AV

stream that is recorded on the recording medium 100, for example, in a case where the

user desires to create a reproduction path in which the user desires to reproduce a

section of a singer "a" of a popular song program called program A, and then the user

desires to continuously reproduce a section of the singer "a" of a popular song program

called program B, information about an initiation point (an in-point) and a termination

point (an out-point) of the reproduction section is input to the control unit 23 from the

terminal 24 as the user interface. The control unit 23 creates a database of the grouping

of a (PlayList) in which the reproduction sections (Playltem) of the AV stream are

grouped.

[0053] In a case where the user desires to delete a part of the AV stream that is recorded on

the recording medium 100, information about an in-point and an out-point of a deleting

section is input from the terminal 24 as the user interface to the control unit 23. The

control unit 23 changes the database of the PlayList so as to refer to only a necessary

AV stream portion. In addition, the control unit 23 gives an instruction to the writing

unit 22 so as to delete unnecessary stream portions of the AV stream.

[0054] Next, a description will be made with respect to a case in which the user desires to

create a new reproducing path by designating a reproduction section of the AV stream

that is recorded on the recording medium 100, and the user desires to seamlessly



connect to each reproduction section. In this case, the control unit 23 creates a database

of a grouped one (PlayList) in which reproduction sections (PlayItem) of the AV

stream are grouped, and performs partial re-encoding and re-multiplexing of the video

stream in the vicinity of a connection point of the reproduction section.

[0055] First, information about a picture at the in-point of the reproduction section and in

formation about a picture at the out-point are input from the terminal 24 to the control

unit 23. The control unit 23 gives an instruction of reading-out data necessary for re

producing the in-point side picture and the out-point side picture to the reading-out unit

28. In addition, the reading-out unit 28 reads out data from the recording medium 100,

and this data is output to the demultiplexer 26 after passing through the demodulation

unit 29, the ECC decoding unit 30, and the source packetizer 31.

[0056] The control unit 23 analyzes the data input to the demultiplexer 26, determines a re-

encoding method (changing of picture_coding_type and allocation of an amount of

encoding bits that are re-encoded) of the video stream and a re-multiplexing method,

and supplies these methods to the AV encoder 15 and the multiplexer 16.

[0057] Next, the demultiplexer 26 separates the input stream into the video stream (V), the

audio stream (A), and the system information (S). The video stream includes "data that

is input to the AV decoder 27" and "data that is input to the multiplexer 16". The

former data is data necessary for the re-encoding, and this data is decoded by the AV

decoder 27, and the decoded picture is re-encoded by the AV encoder 15 and becomes

a video stream. The latter data is data that is not re-encoded, and is copied from an

original stream. The audio stream and the system information are directly input to the

multiplexer 16.

[0058] The multiplexer 16 multiplexes the input stream on the basis of the information input

from the control unit 23, and outputs the multiplexed stream. The multiplexed stream

is processed by the ECC encoding unit 20 and the modulation unit 2 1 and is input to

the writing unit 22. The writing unit 22 records the AV stream in the recording

medium 100 on the basis of the control signal supplied from the control unit 23.

[0059] <Functional Configuration of Control Unit>

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram illustrating a functional configuration of the control

unit 23. In this embodiment, the control unit 23 includes a recording unit 201, an ac

quisition unit 202, a setting unit 203, a determination unit 204, a deletion unit 205, an

updating unit 206, and a search unit 207. These respective units may be configured, for

example, by hardware or software.

[0060] The recording unit 201 records various kinds of information. The acquisition unit

202 acquires various kinds of information. The setting unit 203 sets predetermined in

formation. The determination unit 204 performs a determination process. The deletion

unit 205 deletes predetermined information. The updating unit 206 updates prede-



termined information. The search unit 207 searches predetermined information.

[0061] <Explanation of Operation>

Hereinafter, a description will be made with respect to the application database in

formation or operation of reproduction and editing on the basis of this information.

Fig. 3 shows a diagram explaining a structure of an application format. The application

format includes two layers of PlayList and Clip so as to manage the AV stream.

Volume Information manages the entirety of Clip and PlayList in a disc. Here, a pair of

one AV stream and auxiliary information thereof is considered as one object and is

called a Clip. An AV stream file is called a Clip AV stream file, and auxiliary in

formation thereof is called a Clip Information file. That is, the Clip is actual state in

formation as an actual state of contents, and the PlayList is reproduction information

that designates reproduction of the actual state information.

[0062] One Clip AV stream file stores data in which an MPEG-2 transport stream is

arranged in a structure that is defined by an application format. In general, a file is

treated with a byte sequence, but contents of the Clip AV stream file is expanded on

the time axis and an entry point in the Clip is mainly designated on time base. When a

time stamp of an access point to predetermined Clip is given, the Clip Information file

is useful for finding address information from which reading-out of data is to be started

in the Clip AV stream file.

[0063] <PlayList>

A PlayList will be described with reference to Fig. 4. The PlayList is provided so that

a user may select a reproduction section which the user desires to view in the Clip and

the user may simply edit the reproduction section. One PlayList is a collection of re

production sections in the Clip. One reproduction section in predetermined Clip is

called Playltem, and is expressed as a pair of an in-point (IN) and an out-point (OUT)

on the time axis. Therefore, the playlist is configured by a collection of a plurality of

PlayItems.

[0064] There are two types of PlayList. One of the PlayList types is a Real PlayList, and the

other PlayList type is a Virtual PlayList. The Real PlayList shares a stream portion of a

Clip that is referred to by the Real PlayList. That is, the Real PlayList occupies a data

capacity corresponding to the stream portion of the Clip that is referred to by the Real

PlayList in the disc. In a case where the Real PlayList is deleted, data of the stream

portion of the Clip that is referred to by the Real PlayList is also deleted.

[0065] The Virtual PlayList does not share data of the Clip. Therefore, even when the

Virtual PlayList is changed or deleted, any variation does not occur in the contents of

the Clip.

[0066] <Editing of Real PlayList>

Next, a description will be made with respect to editing of the Real PlayList. Fig. 5A



shows a diagram relating to creation of the Real PlayList. This creation is an operation

of newly creating the Real PlayList that refers to the entirety of the Clip in a case

where the AV stream is recorded as a new Clip.

[0067] Fig. 5B shows a diagram relating to division of the Real PlayList. This division is an

operation of dividing the Real PlayList into two Real PlayLists by dividing the Real

PlayList at a desired point. For example, this division operation is performed in a case

where two programs are managed in one clip managed by one PlayList and the user

desires to register (record) the programs as separate individual programs. This

operation does not lead to change of the contents of Clip (the Clip itself is divided).

[0068] Fig. 5C shows a diagram relating to combination of the Real PlayList. This com

bination is an operation of combining two Real PlayLists into a new Real PlayList.

This combination operation is performed, for example, when the user desires to re

register two programs as one program. This operation does not lead to change of the

contents of Clip (the Clips themselves are combined into one).

[0069] Fig. 6A shows a diagram relating to deletion of the entirety of Real PlayList. In a

case where an operation of deleting the entirety of a predetermined Real PlayList is

performed, a corresponding stream portion of the Clip that is referred to by the deleted

Real PlayList is also deleted.

[0070] Fig. 6B shows a diagram relating to partial deletion of the Real PlayList. In a case

where a desired portion of the Real PlayList is deleted, the corresponding Playltem is

changed to refer to only a necessary stream portion of the Clip. In addition, a corre

sponding stream portion of the Clip is deleted.

[0071] Fig. 6C shows a diagram relating to minimizing of the Real PlayList. This

minimizing is an operation of causing the Playltem corresponding to the Real PlayList

to refer to only a stream portion of the Clip, which is necessary for the Virtual

PlayList. A corresponding stream portion of the Clip, which is not necessary for the

Virtual PlayList, is deleted.

[0072] Through the above-described operation, the Real PlayList is changed, and thus in a

case where the stream portion of the Clip, which is referred to by the Real PlayList, is

deleted, a Virtual PlayList that uses the deleted Clip may present, and thus there is a

probability in that a problem may occur due to the deleted Clip in the Virtual PlayList.

[0073] In order to prevent this problem from occurring, such a message "There exists a

Virtual PlayList referring to the stream portion of the Clip which the Real PlayList

refers to, and when the Real PlayList is deleted, the Virtual PlayList itself will also be

deleted - is that all right?" is displayed (warning) for the user in response to the user's

operation of deletion for confirmation, after which the deletion process is executed or

cancelled in response to a user's instruction. Alternatively, the minimizing operation

for the Real PlayList is performed in place of deleting the Virtual PlayList.



[0074] <Operation for Virtual PlayList>

Next, a description will be made with respect to an operation for the Virtual PlayList.

Even though the operation for the Virtual PlayList is performed, the contents of the

Clip are not changed. Fig. 7 shows a diagram relating to assemble editing (IN-OUT

editing). This is an operation of creating a PlayItem of a reproduction section which

the user desires to view to create a Virtual PlayList. A seamless connection between

Playltems is supported by an application format.

[0075] As shown in (A) in Fig. 7, in a case where two Real Playlists 1 and 2, and Clips 1

and 2 corresponding to the respective Real PlayLists are present, when the user

instructs a predetermined section in the Real PlayList 1 (a section from Inl to Outl:

PlayItem 1) as a reproduction section, and a predetermined section (a section from In2

to Out2: Playltem 2) in the Real PlayList 2 as a successively reproduced section, as

shown in (B) in Fig. 7, one Virtual PlayList including the Playltem 1 and the Playltem

2 is created.

[0076] <Re-Editing of Virtual PlayList>

Next, Re-editing of the Virtual PlayList will be described. The re-editing includes

change of an in-point or an out-point in the Virtual PlayList, insertion or append of a

new Playltem into the Virtual PlayList, deletion of the Playltem in the Virtual

PlayList, and the like. In addition, the Virtual PlayList itself may be deleted.

[0077] Fig. 8 shows a drawing audio dubbing (post recording) to the Virtual PlayList. This

is an operation of registering the audio dubbing to the Virtual PlayList as a sub-path.

This audio dubbing is supported by an application format. An auxiliary audio stream is

added to the AV stream of the main path of the Virtual PlayList as a sub-path.

[0078] As an operation common to the Real PlayList and the Virtual PlayList, changing

(moving) of a reproduction sequence of the PlayList as shown in Fig. 9 may be ex

emplified. This operation is changing of a reproduction sequence of the PlayList in the

disc (volume), and is supported by a Table of PlayLists that is defined in the ap

plication format. The contents of the Clip are not changed by this operation.

[0079] <Mark>

Next, a Mark will be described. The mark is provided for designating a highlight or a

characteristic time in the Clip and the PlayList. The mark that is added to the Clip

designates a characteristic scene resulting from the contents of the AV stream. For

example, scene change point or the like may be exemplified. When the PlayList is re

produced, the mark of the Clip which the PlayList refers to may be referred to and

used.

[0080] The mark added to the PlayList is mainly set by a user. For example, a bookmark, a

resume point, and the like may be exemplified. The setting of the mark to the Clip or

the PlayList is performed by adding a time stamp representing a time of the mark to a



mark list. In addition, deletion of the mark includes removal of the time stamp of the

mark in the mark list. Therefore, any change does not occur in AV stream through the

setting or deletion of the mark.

[0081] <Thumbnail>

Next, a thumbnail will be described. The thumbnail is a still image that is added to

the Volume, PlayList, and Clip. There are two kinds of thumbnail. One kind of

thumbnail is a representative image that represents the content. This thumbnail is

mainly used in a menu screen in order for the user to select what the user desires to

view by operating a cursor (not shown). Another one is an image representing a scene

that is indicated by the mark.

[0082] It is necessary for the volume and the respective PlayLists to have a representative

image. The representative image of the Volume is assumed to be used for initially

displaying a still image representing the contents of the disc when a disc (recording

medium 100, hereinafter, the recording medium 100 is supposed to have a disc shape,

and is simply referred to as a disc) is set to a predetermined site of the recording and

reproducing device 1. The representative image of the PlayList is assumed to be used

as a still image representing the contents of the PlayList in a menu screen (a screen of a

list of contents) that selects the PlayList.

[0083] As the representative image of the PlayList, it may be contemplated to use the initial

image of the PlayList as the thumbnail (representative image), but the leading image at

a reproduction time of 0 is not necessarily an optimal image representing the contents.

Therefore, the user is permitted to set an arbitrary image as the thumbnail of the

PlayList. The above-described two kinds of thumbnails are called menu thumbnails.

The menu thumbnails are frequently displayed, such that it is necessary for the menu

thumbnails to be read out at a high speed from the disc. Therefore, it is effective to

store all of the menu thumbnails in one file. The menu thumbnails are not necessarily

pictures extracted from moving images in the volume, and may be an image captured

from a personal computer or a digital still camera as shown in Fig. 11.

[0084] On the other hand, it is necessary for the Clip and the PlayList to be marked with a

plurality of marks, and it is necessary to make an image of a mark point be easily

viewed so as to grasp the contents at a marked site. The picture representing this mark

point is called Mark Thumbnail. Therefore, the image which is the origin of the

thumbnail is mainly an image that is extracted at the mark point instead of an image

that is obtained from the outside.

[0085] Fig. 12 shows a diagram illustrating a relationship between a mark that may be added

to the PlayList and a mark thumbnail thereof, and Fig. 13 shows a diagram illustrating

a relationship between a mark that may be added to the Clip and a mark thumbnail

thereof. Differently from the menu thumbnail, the mark thumbnail is used as a sub-



menu or the like when showing the details of the PlayList, such that it is not requested

to be read out in a short access time. As a result, whenever a thumbnail is necessary,

the recording and reproducing device 1 opens a file and reads out a portion of the file,

and even when this operation takes some time, there is not a problem.

[0086] In addition, for decreasing the number of files present in a volume, it is preferable to

store all of the mark thumbnails in one file. The PlayList may have one menu

thumbnail and a plurality of mark thumbnails, but it is not necessary for the user to

select the Clip directly (usually, the Clip is designated through the PlayList), and thus

it is not necessary to provide the menu thumbnails.

[0087] Fig. 14 shows a diagram illustrating a relationship between the menu thumbnail,

mark thumbnails, PlayList, and Clips when the above-described description is

considered. In the menu thumbnail file, a menu thumbnail that is provided for each

PlayList is filed. In the menu thumbnail file, a volume thumbnail representing the

contents of the data recorded on the disc is included. In the mark thumbnail file, the

thumbnail file that is created for each PlayList and each Clip is filed.

[0088] <CPI>

Next, CPI (Characteristic Point Information) will be described. The CPI is data that is

included in a Clip information file, and is mainly used for finding a data address from

which the reading-out of the data in the Clip AV stream file is to be initiated when a

time stamp of an access point to the Clip is given. In this embodiment, two kinds of

CPI were used. One is an EP_map, and the other is a TU_map.

[0089] The EP_map is a list of entry point (EP) data extracted from an elementary stream

and a transport stream. The EP_map has address information used to find the site of

entry points in the AV stream from which decoding is to be started. One piece of EP

data is made up of a pair of a presentation time stamp (PTS) and a data address in the

AV stream of an access unit corresponding to the PTS.

[0090] The EP_map is used mainly for two purposes. First, it is used for finding a data

address in the AV stream in the access unit, which is referred to by the presentation

time stamp in the PlayList. Second, the EP_map is used for fast forward playback or

fast reverse playback. In a case where the recording and reproducing device 1 records

the input AV stream, when the syntax of the stream may be analyzed, the EP_map is

created and recorded on the disc.

[0091] The TU_map has a list of time unit (TU) data based on the arrival time of the

transport packet input through a digital interface. This affords the relationship between

the arrival-time-based time and the data address in the AV stream. In a case where the

recording and reproducing device 1 records an input AV stream, when the syntax of

the stream may not be analyzed, a TU_map is created and recorded on the disc.

[0092] STCInfo stores discontinuous point information of STC in the AV stream file which



stores the MPEG-2 transport stream. When the AV stream has discontinuous points of

STC, the same PTS value may appear in the AV stream file. Thus, when a time on the

AV stream is indicated on the PTS basis, it is insufficient to specify the point with only

the PTS of the access point. Moreover, an index of the continuous STC section

including the PTS is necessary. In this format, the continuous STC section and an

index thereof are called an STC-sequence and STC-sequence-id, respectively. STC-

sequence information is defined by STCInfo of the Clip Information file. The STC-

sequence-id is used in an AV stream file having the EP_map and is optional in the AV

stream file having the TU_map.

[0093] Programs are a collection of elementary streams and share one system time base for

synchronized reproduction of these streams. It is useful for a reproducing device (the

recording and reproducing device 1 in Fig. 1) to know the contents of an AV stream

before decoding of the AV streams. For example, the contents include values of PID of

a transport packet transmitting a video or audio elementary stream, and information

about the kinds of video or audio components (for example, an HDTV video or

MPEG-2 AAC audio stream), and the like. This information is useful for creating a

menu screen that describes the contents of the PlayList referring to the AV stream to a

user. In addition, it is useful for setting the initial state of the AV decoder and the de

multiplexer of the reproducing device before decoding of the AV stream. For this

reason, the Clip Information file has Programlnfo that describes the program content.

[0094] In regard to the AV stream file that stores the MPEG-2 transport stream, program

contents may be changed in the file. For example, the PID of the transport packet

transmitting the video elementary stream may be changed, or the component type of

the video stream may be changed from SDTV to HDTV.

[0095] The Programlnfo stores the information on change points of program contents in the

AV stream file. The section of the AV stream file in which the program contents de

termined by the format remain constant is called a program-sequence. This program-

sequence is used in an AV stream file having EP_map and is optional in an AV stream

file having TU_map.

[0096] In this embodiment, a self-encoding stream format (SESF) is defined. The SESF is

used for encoding an analog input signal, and in a case in which a digital input signal

(for example, DV) is decoded and then is encoded into an MPEG-2 transport stream.

[0097] The SESF defines encoding restriction of an elementary stream with respect to the

MPEG-2 transport stream and the AV stream. When the recording and reproducing

device 1 encodes and records the SESF stream, an EP_map is created and recorded on

the disc.

[0098] In regard to a digital broadcast stream, one of the following methods is used for

recording the digital broadcast stream on the recording medium 100. First, the digital



broadcast stream is transcoded into an SESF stream. In this case, the recorded stream is

necessary to conform to SESF. In this case, it is necessary for the EP_map to be

created and recorded on the disc.

[0099] Alternatively, an elementary stream making up a digital broadcast stream is

transcoded to a new elementary stream and re-multiplexed to a new transport stream

conforming to the stream format defined by the organization for standardizing the

digital broadcast stream. In this case, it is necessary for an EP_map to be created and

recorded on the disc.

[0100] For example, it is assumed that the input stream is an MPEG-2 transport stream

conforming to the ISDB (standard name of digital BS broadcasting of Japan), and the

transport stream including an HDTV video stream and an MPEG AAC audio stream.

The HDTV video stream is transcoded to an SDTV video stream, and this SDTV video

stream and the original AAC audio stream are re-multiplexed to TS. It is necessary for

both of the SDTV stream and the transport stream that is recorded to conform to the

ISDB format.

[0101] As another method of recording the digital broadcast stream on the recording

medium 100 is a method of recording the input transport stream in a transparent way

(the input transport stream is recorded without any change) may be exemplified. In this

case, when the syntax of the stream may be analyzed, the EP_map is created and

recorded on the disc.

[0102] Alternatively, there is a case in which the input transport stream is recorded trans

parently (an input transport stream is recorded without any change), in which TU_map

is created and recorded on the disc when the syntax of the stream may not be analyzed.

[0103] <Directory and File>

Next, a directory and a file will be described. Hereinafter, the recording and re

producing device 1 is appropriately described as a DVR (Digital Video Recording).

Fig. 15 shows a diagram illustrating an example of a directory structure of the disc. D i

rectories that are necessary for the disc of the DVR includes a root directory including

"BDAV" directory, a "PLAYLIST" directory, "CLIPINF" directory, and "STREAM"

directory, as shown in Fig. 15. Although directories other than these may be created

below the root directory, it is assumed that these are disregarded in the application

format of this embodiment.

[0104] All files and directories defined by the DVR application format are stored below the

"BDAV" directory. The "BDAV" directory includes three directories. Database files of

the Real PlayList and Virtual PlayList are placed below the "PLAYLIST" directory.

This directory may exist in a state of being PlayList-free.

[0105] A database of the Clip is placed below "CLIPINF" directory. This directory may

exist in a state of being Clip-free. The AV stream file is placed below the "STREAM"



directory. This directory may exist in a state of being AV stream file-free.

[0106] The "BDAV" directory stores the following files. An "INDEX.BAV" file is an index

file in which display information that is useful for display of a title list is extracted and

collected in information of UIAppInfoPlayList() with respect to all of the PlayList files

below the PLAYLIST directory. Here, additionally, private data of a maker for each

PlayList file may be stored. The "INDEX.BAV" file is located below a BDAV

directory that is the same parent directory as the PLAYLIST directory in which

contents are recorded and is located in parallel with the PLAYLIST directory. That is,

both of the PLAYLIST directory and the directory of the "INDEX.BAV" file are

brother directories. Details of the "INDEX.BAV" file will be described later with

reference to Fig. 17.

[0107] "INFO.BAV" file is created below the BDAV directory, and stores entire information

of an application layer. One INFO.BAV is necessary to exist below the BDAV

directory. A file name is fixed to the INFO.BAV. "MENU.THM" file stores in

formation relating to a menu thumbnail image (thumbnail image of a list of contents).

0 or 1 menu thumbnail is necessary to exist below the BDAV directory. The file name

is fixed to the MENU.THM. In a case where the menu thumbnail image does not exist,

this file may not exist.

[0108] The "PLAYLIST" directory stores two kinds of PlayList files that are the Real

PlayList and the Virtual PlayList. An "xxxxx.RPL" file stores information relating to

one Real PlayList. One file is created for each Real PlayList. The file name is

"xxxxx.RPL". Here, "xxxxx" denotes five numerical figures from 0 to 9. It is necessary

for the file extension to be "RPL".

[0109] A "yyyyy.VPL" file stores information relating to one Virtual PlayList. One file is

created for each Virtual PlayList. A file name is "yyyyy.VPL". Here, "yyyyy" denotes

five numerical figures from 0 to 9. It is necessary for a file extension to be "VPL".

[0110] A "CLIPINF" directory stores one file in correspondence with each AV stream file.

A "zzzzz.CPI" file is a Clip Information file corresponding to one AV stream file (Clip

AV stream file or Bridge-Clip AV stream file). A file name is "zzzzz.CPI". Here,

"zzzzz" denotes five numerical figures from 0 to 9. It is necessary for the file extension

to be "CPI".

[01 11] A "STREAM" directory stores the AV stream file. A "zzzzz.MTS" file is an AV

stream file that is treated by a DVR system. This file is a Clip AV stream file or

Bridge-Clip AV stream. A file name is "zzzzz.MTS", and "zzzzz" denotes five

numerical figures from 0 to 9. It is necessary for the file extension to be "MTS".

[01 12] <INDEX.BAV File>

Next, the "INDEX.BAV" file in Fig. 15 will be described. In order for a user to select

programs that are contents recorded on the recording medium 100, a title list of the



programs (that is, a list of the PlayList) is created, and a displayable range is extracted

from the title list and is output to the input and output of the user interface from the

terminal 24 to be displayed for the user. Alternatively, the title list may be output to a

display (not shown) from the terminal 32 to be displayed. As described later with

reference to Fig. 17, display information of total programs, which is necessary for

displaying the title list, is collectively stored in one "INDEX.BAV" file. As a result,

the tile list may be quickly created and displayed.

[0113] Fig. 16 shows a diagram illustrating a display example of the title list. A design or

display contents of the display screen depends on a maker of the recording and re

producing device 1. In this example, the following display information is displayed.

[0114] Title of Program: Moring news, news in the daytime, variety in the daytime, and

evening news, Evening Popular Song Program

Recorded Date and Time: January 1 (Monday) 7:00 AM, January 1 (Monday) 0:00

PM, January 1 (Monday) 1:00 PM, January 1 (Monday) 7:00 PM, January 1 (Monday)

9:00 PM

Duration of Program: One and half hours, one hour, two hours

Channel Number: 1 ch, 2 ch, 3 ch

Channel Name: Japan broadcasting station, AAA broadcasting station

Recording Mode: A direct recording mode, a standard recording mode, a long time

recording mode

[0115] It is necessary for the title list to display display information (that is, title) that is in

formation ensuring a user can select a desired program. This display information may

include, for example, the following information.

[0116] 1. Title name (program) (PlayList_name)

2. Recorded Date and Time (time_zone, record_time_and_date)

3. Duration of Title (PlayList_duration)

4. Thumbnail Referring Information (ref_to_menu_thumbnail_index)

5. Mark Representing Whether or not It is a Newly Arrived Record (Not-Watched)

(is_played_flag)

6. Channel Number (channel_number)

7. Channel Name (channel_name)

[01 17] Among the seven pieces of display information, information that is necessary to be

included in the title list includes three pieces of display information indicated by

numbers 1 to 3. The display information of number 4 is also important for allowing a

user to quickly understand the contents of the program.

[0118] The field names that are shown in parentheses after the seven pieces of display in

formation are field names shown in UIAppInfoPlayList() (in Fig. 25 described later)

except for ref_to_menu_thumbnail_index. Only the ref_to_menu_thumbnail_index is



not included in the UIAppInfoPlayList(). This is because a value of the

ref_thumbnail_index (in Fig. 27 described later) is referred to when a value of

markjype of PlayListMark() (in Fig. 27 described later) in PlayList file (in Fig. 22

described later) is 0x01 or 0x02 (in Fig. 28 described later), and represents a repre

sentative image of the play list. That is, the value of the ref_thumbnail_index is set as

the value of the ref_to_menu_thumbnail_index.

[01 19] Fig. 17 shows a diagram illustrating the syntax of the INDEX.BAV. As shown in the

same drawing, the "INDEX.BAV" file includes information described below.

[0120] Character letters of "INDX" enter a field of type_indicator. A version_number field

denotes four character letters representing a version number of the "INDEX.BAV" file.

A length field represents the number of bytes from immediately after the length field to

the trailing end of the "INDEX.BAV" file. It is necessary for a numerical figure of

number_of_Play Lists to be the same as the number of the PlayLists that are recorded in

the PLAYLIST directory. A PlayList_file_name<k> field represents a file name of the

PlayList. In addition, <k> is a variable that is incremented in a for-loop. An

index_info_start_address<k> field represents an address of the leading byte of

index_info<k>() with the relative number of bytes from the leading byte of the

INDEX.BAV file made as a unit. The relative number of bytes is counted from zero.

[0121] A ref_to_menu_thumbnail_index<k> field represents information of a thumbnail

image representing the PlayList that is indicated by the PlayList_file_name<k>. In a

case where the ref_to_menu_thumbnail_index<k> field has a value other than

"OxFFFF", a thumbnail image representing the PlayList is added to the PlayList, and

this thumbnail image is stored in the MENU.THM file. In a case where the

ref_to_menu_thumbnail_index<k> field is OxFFFF, a thumbnail image representing

the PlayList is not added to the PlayList.

[0122] A PlayList_character_set<k> field represents a method of encoding the character

letters that are encoded in channel_name<k> and PlayList_name<k> fields. A flag of

is_played_flag<k> represents whether or not reproduction is performed. In a case

where this flag is set to "1", the PlayList indicated by the PlayList_file_name<k> is re

produced at least once after being recorded. In a case where the flag is set to "0", the

PlayList is never reproduced after being recorded.

[0123] In a case where a flag of is_virtual_PL<k> is set to "1", the PlayList indicated by the

PlayList_file_name<k> indicates the Virtual PlayList.

[0124] In a case a flag of is_shared_Clip<k> is set to "1", the PlayList indicated by the

PlayList_file_name<k> satisfies the following conditions.

[0125] (1) The PlayList is a Real PlayList.

(2) At least one among Clips that are referred to by the Playltems of the Real

PlayList is referred to by another Real PlayList.



The condition (2) may be substituted with the following condition (3) that is a broad

condition compared to condition (2).

(3) In the PlayList indicated by the PlayList_file_name<k>, a value of the

is_shared_Clip has been set to "1" after being recorded (currently, the Clips that are

referred to by the Real PlayList may not be referred to by another Real PlayList).

[0126] A time_zone<k> field represents a time zone (for example, Japan, United Kingdom,

or the like) that is time information indicated by a record_time_and_date<k>.

[0127] A record_time_and_date<k> field is a field of 56 bits that stores date and time when

the PlayList indicated by the PlayList_file_name<k> is recorded. In this field, 14

numerical figures are encoded with four-bit Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) with respect

to year/month/date/hour/minute/second. For example, 2001/12/23:01:02:03 is encoded

to "0x20011223010203". A PlayList_duration<k> field is 24-bit field, which indicates

a total reproduction time of the PlayList indicated by the PlayList_file_name<k> with

an hour/minute/second unit. In this field, 6 numerical figures are encoded with four-bit

Binary Coded Decimal (BCD). For example, 01:45:30 is encoded to "0x014530".

[0128] A channel_number<k> field represents a channel number or a service number of

broadcasting that is selected by a user when the PlayList indicating the

PlayList_file_name<k> is recorded. When a value of this field is OxFFFF, this field is

invalid. A channel_name_length<k> field represents the number of bytes of the length

of the channel name indicated by the channel_name<k> field. A channel_name<k>

field represents a channel name and a service name of broadcasting that is selected by

a user when the PlayList indicated by the PlayList_file_name<k> is recorded.

[0129] A PlayList_name_length<k> field represents the number of bytes of the length of the

PlayList name indicated by a PlayList_name<k> field. A PlayList_name<k> field

represents a title (program) name of the PlayList indicated by the

PlayList_file_name<k>.

[0130] When a field value of a length_mpd<k> is not zero, mdp<k>() exists, and this value

represents the number of bytes of the mdp<k>(). A maker_ID<k> field represents a

manufacturer of a recorder on which mdp<k>() is recorded. A value that is encoded in

a maker_id may be allocated by a licenser of this format. A maker_model_code<k>

field represents a model number of a recorder on which mdp<k>() is recorded. A value

that is encoded to a maker_model_code<k> may be determined by a manufacturer

obtaining a license of the format. A maker_private_data<k> field is a region in which

maker private data is stored. Here, in addition to the above-described information that

is standardized by the INDEX.BAV file, recording information that is unique to a

maker may be stored. For example, information of a recording mode (information of

standard recording mode and a long-time recording mode), a genre of a program, or the

like may be recorded.



[0131] These length_mpd<k>, maker_ID<k>, maker_model_code<k>, and

maker_private_data<k> make up information that is unique to the maker.

[0132] X and Y are arbitrary positive integrals. A value of padding_word may be any value.

[0133] <INFO.BAV>

Fig. 18 is a diagram illustrating the syntax of the "INFO.BAV" file. The

"INFO.BAV" file is made up by three objects, and these objects include UIAp-

plnfoBDAVO, TableOfPlayLists(), and ExtensionData().

[0134] The Syntax of the INFO.BAV shown in Fig. 18 will be described.

[0135] Character letters of "INFO" enter a type_indicator field. A version_number field

represents four character letters indicating a version number of the INFO.BAV file. A

TableOfPlayLists_Start_address field represents an address of the leading byte of the

TableOfPlayLists() with the relative number of bytes from the leading byte of the

INFO.BAV file made as a unit. The relative number of bytes is counted from zero.

[0136] An ExtensionData_start_address field represents a leading address of the Exten-

sionData() with the relative number of bytes from the leading byte of the INFO.BAV

file made as a unit. The relative number of bytes is counted from zero. A

padding_word (padding word) is inserted according to the syntax of info.dvr. Nl and

N2 are zero or arbitrary positive integers. Respective padding words may assume an

arbitrary value.

[0137] A TableOfPlayLists() field stores file names of the PlayLists (Real PlayList and

Virtual PlayList). The TableOfPlayLists() represents a default reproduction sequence

of the PlayList.

[0138] An ExtensionData() field includes private data for a special application of each

maker company, or an extended database defined by a BDAV standard. A recorder

maker may insert private data of the maker in the ExtensionData() for a special ap

plication of each company. The private data of each maker has standardized maker

identifier for identifying the maker who has defined it. In addition, in the Exten-

sionData() of the INFO.BAV file, PL_to_Clips_table() described later as an extended

database defined by a BDAV standard is recorded.

[0139] <ExtensionData()>

Fig. 19 shows a diagram illustrating the syntax of the ExtensionData(). Hereinafter,

the syntax of the ExtensionData() shown in Fig. 19 will be described.

[0140] A length field represents the number of bytes from immediately after the length field

to the trailing end of the ExtensionData(). A data_block_start_address field represents

an address of the leading byte of data_block() with the relative number of bytes from

the leading byte of the ExtensionData() made as a unit. The relative number of bytes is

counted from zero.

[0141] A number_of_ext_data_entries field represents the number of entries of



ext_data_entry() that is included in the ExtensionData(). IDl: a value of IDl of 0x0000

to OxOOFF is used for identifying the extended database defined by the BDAV

standard. When the value of the IDl is out of a range of 0x0000 to OxOOFF, this

represents a maker who manufactures the recorder in which the maker private data is

created. The value of maker identification is designated by a licenser of the BDAV

format. ID2: in a case where the value of the IDl is 0x0000 to OxOOFF, the ID2 is used

for identifying the extended database defined by the BDAV standard. When the value

of the IDl is out of a range of 0x0000 to OxOOFF, the ID2 represents a model number

code of the recorder in which the maker private data is created. In this case, a value

that is encoded in the ID2 may be determined by a manufacturer obtaining a license of

the format. Values of IDl and ID2 for identifying PL_to_Clip_table() are OxOOFO and

0x0001, respectively.

[0142] An ext_data_start_address field represents an address of a byte at which extension

data is initiated with the relative number of bytes from the leading byte of the Exten-

sionData() made as a unit. The relative number of bytes is counted from zero. An

ext_data_length field represents a magnitude of data with a byte unit of the extension

data. A value of padding_word may be any value.

[0143] Fig. 20 shows a diagram illustrating an example of a syntax of the ExtensionData(),

and represents an image of the PL_to_Clips_table() that is recorded in the Exten-

sionData(). As shown in the same drawing, the PL_to_Clips_table() is recorded in the

ExtensionData().

[0144] The data_block_start_address represents an address of the leading byte of a

data_block() in the ExtensionData(). In this example, since only one

PL_to_Clips_table() as the extension data is recorded in the ExtensionData(), "1" is set

to the number_of_ext_data_entries. The value of IDl and ID2 for identifying the

PL_to_Clips_table() are set to OxOOFO and 0x0001, respectively.

[0145] An ext_data_start_address represents an address of the leading byte of the

PL_to_Clips_table() in the ExtensionData() (in this example, this address is the same

as the address of the leading byte of the data_block()). ext_data_length represents the

byte length of the PL_to_Clips_table(). The PL_to_Clips_table() is recorded in the

data_block().

[0146] <PL_to_Clips_table()>

A syntax of the PL_to_Clips_table() that is recorded in the ExtensionData() of the

INFO.BAV file is shown in Fig. 21. The PL_to_Clips_table() is a table in which Clip

information file(s) that is referred to by an individual PlayList file is listed with respect

to all PlayList files that are recorded below the PLAYLIST directory.

[0147] A length field represents the number of bytes from immediately after the length field

to the trailing end of the PL_to_Clips_table(). It is necessary for a numerical figure of



number_of_Play Lists field to be the same as the number of the PlayLists that are

recorded in the PLAYLIST directory. A PlayList_file_name<k> field represents a file

name of the PlayList.

[0148] A Clips_table_start_address<k> field represents an address of the leading byte of the

clips_table<k>() with the relative number of byte from the leading byte of the

PL_to_Clips_table() made as a unit. The relative number of the bytes is counted from

zero. A number_of_PlayItems<k> field represents the number of Playltems in a

PlayList indicated by the PlayList_file_name<k>.

[0149] A Clip_Information_file_name<kxi> field represents a file name of a Clip In

formation file that is referred to by the Playltems in the PlayList indicated by the

PlayList_file_name<k>. A value of padding_word may be any value.

[0150] <Real PlayList File and Virtual PlayList File>

Next, a description will be made with respect to the Real PlayList file and the Virtual

PlayList file, that is, xxxxx.RPL and yyyyy.VPL of the "PLAYLIST" directory in Fig.

15. Fig. 22 shows a diagram illustrating the syntax of xxxxx.RPL (Real PlayList) or

yyyyy.VPL (Virtual PlayList). The xxxxx.RPL and yyyyy.VPL have the same syntax

structure. Each of the xxxxx.RPL and yyyyy.VPL is made up by three objects, and

these objects includes PlayList(), PlayListMark(), and MakerPrivateData().

[0151] A PlayListMark_Start_address represents the leading address of the PlayListMark()

with the relative number of bytes from the leading byte of the PlayList file made as a

unit. The relative number of bytes is counted from zero.

[0152] A MakerPrivateData_Start_address represents the leading address of the MakerPri-

vateData() with the relative number of bytes from the leading byte of the PlayList file

made as a unit. The relative number of bytes is counted from zero.

[0153] A padding_word (padding word) is inserted in accordance with the syntax of the

PlayList file, and N l and N2 are zero or arbitrary positive integers. Each padding word

may assume an arbitrary value.

[0154] Here, PlayList will be further explained in the following although it has been

explained briefly. It is necessary for a reproduction section in all Clips except the

Bridge-Clip to be referred to by all Real PlayLists in the recording medium 100. Fur

thermore, it is necessary for two or more Real PlayLists not to overlap the reproduction

section indicated by their Playltems in the same Clip.

[0155] A description will be further made with reference to Figs. 23A to 23C. For all Clips,

corresponding Real PlayLists exist as shown in Fig. 23A. This rule is observed even

after the editing operation is performed as shown in Fig. 23B. Therefore, all of the

Clips may be viewed by referring to any one of Real PlayLists.

[0156] As shown in Fig. 23C, the reproduction section of the Virtual PlayList is necessary to

be included in the reproduction section of the Real PlayList or in the reproduction



section of the Bridge-Clip. It is necessary that a Bridge-Clip that is not referred to by

any Virtual PlayList is not present on the disc.

[0157] The Real PlayList includes the list of the Playltem, but it is necessary not to include a

SubPlayltem. In a case where the Virtual PlayList includes the list of the Playltem, the

CPIJype shown in the PlayList() is the EP_map type, and the PlayListJype is 0

(PlayList including video and audio), the Virtual PlayList may include one Sub

Playltem. In the PlayList() in this embodiment, the SubPlayltem is used only for audio

post recording. It is necessary for the number of the SubPlayltems owned by one

Virtual PlayList to be 0 or 1.

[0158] <Syntax of PlayList>

Next, the syntax of the PlayList will be described. Fig. 24 shows a diagram i l

lustrating the syntax of the PlayList. In the description of the syntax of the PlayList

shown in Fig. 24, a version_number represents four character letters representing a

version number of the PlayList(). It is necessary for the version_number to be encoded

to "0045" according to ISO 646. A length is a 32-bit unsigned integer indicating the

total number of bytes of the PlayList() from immediately after the length field to the

trailing end of the PlayList(). A PlayListJype is an 8-bit field representing the PlayList

type.

[0159] The CPIJype is one-bit flag and represents the value of the CPIJype of the Clip that

is referred to by the Playltem() and the SubPlayItem(). For all Clips that are referred to

by one PlayList, it is necessary for values of the CPIJypes defined in the CPI() to be

the same as each other. A number_of J¾y Items is a 16-bit field representing the

number of Playltems present in the PlayList.

[0160] A PlayItem_id corresponding to a predetermined Playltem() is defined by a sequence

in which the Playltem() appears in the for-loop including the Playltem(). The

PlayItem_id begins with 0. A number_of jSubPlay Items is a 16-bit field representing

the number of SubPlayltems in the PlayList. This value is 0 or 1. A path of an ad

ditional audio stream (audio stream path) is a kind of sub-path.

[0161] <UIAppInfoPlayList>

Next, UIAppInfoPlayList of the syntax of the PlayList shown in Fig. 24 will be

described. The UIAppInfoPlayList stores parameters of the user interface application

with respect to the PlayList. Fig. 25 shows a diagram illustrating the syntax of the

UIAppInfoPlayList. Hereinafter, the syntax of UIAppInfoPlayList shown in Fig. 25

will be described.

[0162] A PlayList_character_set field represents a method of encoding character letters that

are encoded in channel_name and PlayList_name fields. An is_playedj!ag field

represents whether or not reproduction of the PlayList is performed. In a case where

this flag is set to "1", the PlayList is reproduced at least one time after being recorded.



In a case where the flag is set to "0", the PlayList is never reproduced after being

recorded. A time_zone field represents a time zone of time information indicated by

the record_time_and_date.

[0163] The record_time_and_date field is a field of 56 bits that stores date and time when

the PlayList is recorded. In this field, 14 numerical figures are encoded with four-bit

Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) with respect to year/month/date/hour/minute/second.

For example, 2001/12/23:01:02:03 is encoded to "0x20011223010203". A

PlayList_duration field is a field of 24 bits, which indicates a total reproduction time of

the PlayList with an hour/minute/second unit. In this field, 6 numerical figures are

encoded with four-bit Binary Coded Decimal (BCD). For example, 01:45:30 is

encoded to "0x014530".

[0164] A channel_number field represents a channel number or a service number of

broadcasting that is selected by a user when the PlayList is recorded. When a value of

this field is OxFFFF, this field is invalid. A channel_name_length field represents the

number of bytes of the length of the channel name indicated by the channel_name

field. A channel_name field represents a channel name and a service name of

broadcasting that is selected by a user when the PlayList is recorded. A

PlayList_name_length field represents the number of bytes of the length of the

PlayList name. A PlayList_name field represents a title (program) name of the

PlayList.

[0165] <Syntax of Playltem>

Fig. 26 shows a diagram illustrating the syntax of the Playltem. In the description of

the syntax of the Playltem shown in Fig. 26, a Clip_information_file_name field

represents a file name of the Clip Information file. It is necessary for a

Clip_stream_type that is defined in ClipInfo() of the Clip Information File to represent

the Clip AV stream.

[0166] STC_sequence_id is 8-bit field and represents STC_sequence_id of a STC

continuous section that is referred to by the Playltem. When the CPIJype designated

in the PlayList() is a TU_map type, this 8-bit field has no meaning and is set to 0.

IN_time is a 32-bit field and stores reproduction starting time of the Playltem. The

semantics of IN_time is different in accordance with CPIJype defined in the

PlayList().

[0167] OUT_time is a 32-bit field and stores reproduction termination time of the Playltem.

The semantics of OUT_time is different in accordance with CPIJype defined in the

PlayList().

[0168] Connection_condition is a 2-bit field representing the connection state between a

preceding Playltem and a current Playltem.

[0169] <PlayListMark()>



Next, a description will be made with respect to the PlayListMark() in the syntax of the

xxxxx.RPL and yyyyy.VPL shown in Fig. 22. Mark information with respect to

PlayList is stored in this PlayListMark. Fig. 27 shows a diagram illustrating the syntax

of the PlayListMark. In the description of the syntax of the PlayListMark shown in Fig.

27, version_number is four character letters indicating a version number of the

PlayListMark(). It is necessary for the version_number to be encoded to "0045"

according to ISO 646.

[0170] A length is a 32-bit unsigned integer representing the total number of byte of the

PlayListMark() from immediately after the length field to the trailing end of the

PlayListMark(). A number_of_PlayList_marks is a 16-bit unsigned integer rep

resenting the number of marks that are stored in the PlayListMark. The

number_of_PlayList_marks may be 0. A markjype is 8-bit field representing a mark

type.

[0171] A 32-bit field of a mark_time_stamp stores a time stamp representing a point

designated by the mark. The semantics of the mark_time_stamp is different in ac

cordance with CPIJype defined in the PlayList(). A Playltem_id is an 8-bit field des

ignating the PlayItem where the mark is put. A value of Playltem_id corresponding to

a predetermined Playltem is defined in the PlayList() (refer to Fig. 24).

[0172] An 8-bit field of a character_set illustrates a method of encoding character letters

encoded in the mark_name field. The 8-bit field of name_length represents the byte

length of the mark name shown in the mark_name field. The mark_name field

represents the mark name. The number of bytes corresponding to the number of

name_lengths from left of this field is effective character letters and represents the

mark name. In the mark_name field, the value next following these effective character

letters may be set to an arbitrary value.

[0173] A ref_thumbnail_index field represents information of the thumbnail image added to

the mark. When a value of the field of the ref_thumbnail_index is not OxFFFF, a

thumbnail image is added to the mark, and the thumbnail image is stored in the

MENU.THM file. This image is referred to in the MENU.THM file using the value of

ref_thumbnail_index. When the ref_thumbnail_index field is OxFFFF, this represents

that no thumbnail image is added to the mark.

[0174] Fig. 28 shows a diagram illustrating a table of the markjype. As shown in the same

drawing, a mark type is defined by a value of the markjype. In a case where the value

of markjype is 0x01, the mark is a representative image of the play list, and this

image is selected from a video picture that is referred to by the PlayList.

[0175] In this case, the markjime_stamp (Fig. 27) represents a Presentation time stamp of a

picture in the video that is referred to by the PlayList. When the value of the

refJhumbnaiMndex (Fig. 27) is other than xFFFF, the thumbnail image is stored in



the MENU.THM of Fig. 29 to be described later. When the value of the

ref_thumbnail_index is xFFFF, the thumbnail image is not stored in the MENU.THM

of Fig. 29. In this case, a player may decode a picture that is designated by the Pre

sentation time stamp in the video that is referred to by the PlayList. The number of the

mark type value 0x01 or 0x02 of PlayListMark() is 0 or 1.

[0176] In a case where the value of markjype is 0x02, the mark is a representative image of

the play list, and this image is not selected from a video picture that is referred to by

the PlayList.

[0177] In this case, it is necessary for the value of the ref_thumbnail_index to be other than

OxFFFF. The thumbnail image is stored in the MENU.THM of Fig. 29. Zero is set to

the mark_time_stamp and the Playltem_id. The number of the mark type value 0x01 or

0x02 of PlayListMarkO is 0 or 1.

[0178] In a case where the value of markjype is 0x03, the mark is a Resume-mark. This is a

reproduction resume point. It is necessary for the number of the reproduction resume

points that are defined in the PlayListMark() to be 0 or 1.

[0179] In a case where the value of markjype is 0x04, the mark is a reproduction entry

point of the PlayList. This mark may be set by a user, and is used, for example, as a

mark that designates a starting point of a preferable scene.

[0180] In a case where the value of markjype is 0x06, the mark is a skip mark point. The

player skips the program from this point to the end of the program. It is necessary for

the number of the skip mark points that are defined in the PlayListMark() to be 0 or 1.

[0181] <MENU.THM>

Fig. 29 shows a diagram illustrating the syntax of the MENU.THM (or

MARK.THM) of Fig. 15, in which the MENU.THM file includes Thumbnail().

[0182] Fig. 30 shows a diagram illustrating the syntax of the Thumbnail() in the syntax of

the MENU.THM (or MARK.THM) shown in Fig. 29. In the description of the syntax

of the Thumbnail() shown in Fig. 29, a version_number represents four character

letters representing a version number of the Thumbnail(). It is necessary for the

version_number to be encoded to "0045" according to ISO 646.

[0183] A length is a 32-bit unsigned integer representing the total number of bytes of the

Thumbnail() from immediately after the length field to the trailing end of the

Thumbnail(). A tnj3locks_start_address is 32-bit unsigned integer representing an

address the leading byte of the first tnJolock with a relative number of bytes from the

leading byte of the Thumbnail() made as a unit. The relative number of bytes is

counted from zero. A number_of Jhumbnails is 16-bit unsigned integer affording the

number of entries of the thumbnail image that is included in the Thumbnail().

[0184] A tnj3lock_size is 16-bit unsigned integer affording the magnitude of one tnjolock

with 1024 bytes made as a unit. For example, when the tnj3lock_size is 1, this



represents that the magnitude of one tn_block is 1024 bytes. A number_of_tn_blocks is

16-bit unsigned integer representing the number of entries of the tn_block in the

Thumbnail(). A thumbnail_index is a 16-bit unsigned integer representing the index

number of a thumbnail image represented by the thumbnail information corresponding

to one for-loop beginning from this thumbnail_index field. It is necessary not to use a

value of OxFFFF as thumbnail_index. The thumbnail_index is referred to by a

ref_thumbnail_index in the UIAppInfoVolume(), UIAppInfoPlayList(),

PlayListMarkO, and ClipMark().

[0185] A thumbnail_picture_format is an 8-bit unsigned integer representing the picture

format of a thumbnail image.

[0186] A picture_data_size is a 32-bit unsigned integer indicating the byte length of a

thumbnail image in terms of a byte as a unit. A start_tn_block_number is a 16-bit

unsigned integer indicating the tn_block number of the tn_block where the thumbnail

image data begins. It is necessary for the leading end of the thumbnail image data to be

coincident with the leading end of tn_block. The tn_block number begins with 0, and is

associated with the value of a variable k in the for-loop in tn_block.

[0187] An x_picture_length is a 16-bit unsigned integer representing the number of pixels in

the horizontal direction of a frame image of the thumbnail image. An y_picture_length

is a 16-bit unsigned integer representing the number of pixels in the vertical direction

of a frame image of the thumbnail image. A tn_bk>ck is an area in which a thumbnail

image is stored. The entirety of tn_blocks in Thumbnail() have the same size (fixed

length) as each other and the magnitude thereof is defined by tn_block_size.

[0188] <AV Stream File>

Next, an AV stream file will be described. The AV stream file is stored in the "MTS"

file of the "STREAM" directory (Fig. 15). There are two types of AV stream files. One

is a Clip AV stream and the other is a Bridge-Clip AV stream file. It is necessary for

both AV streams to have a DVR MPEG-2 transport stream file structure.

[0189] <Recording Process 1>

Next, a process of recording the is_shared_Clip on the recording medium 100 will be

described with reference to Figs. 3 1 to 34. Fig. 3 1 shows a flowchart explaining the

recording process. Figs. 32 to 34 show diagrams of creation of the Real PlayList,

division of the Real PlayList, and combination of the Real PlayList, respectively. This

process is carried out accompanying recording of a program as contents on the

recording medium 100 or editing of the program on the basis of user's instruction.

[0190] In step SI 1, the determination unit 204 determines whether or not the Real PlayList

is created. For example, in the case of recording new contents, the Real PlayList is

created.

[0191] In a case where the Real PlayList is created, in step S16, the setting unit 203 sets 0 to



the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList. For example, in the case of recording new

contents, 0 is set to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList.

[0192] For example, as shown in Fig. 32, in a case where corresponding Real PlayList 1 and

Real PlayList 2 are created to record a Clip 1 and a Clip 2 on the recording medium

100, 0 is set to respective is_shared_Clips.

[0193] In a case where the Real PlayList is not created, in step S12, the determination unit

204 determines whether or not the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList is 0. For

example, in the case of editing the recorded contents, the recorded Real PlayList is

edited. In this case, the recorded Real PlayList, that is, a value of the is_shared_Clip of

the Real PlayList that is an object to be edited is determined.

[0194] In a case where the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList that is an object to be edited

is 0, in step S13, the determination unit 204 determines whether or not the current

editing is division editing. In a case where the current editing is the division editing, in

step S14, the setting unit 203 sets 1 to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList.

[0195] For example, as shown in Fig. 33, in a case where the Real PlayList 1 corresponding

to the Clip 1 is divided into the Real PlayList 1 and the Real PlayList 2 at a prede

termined division point, 1 is set to each of the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList 1

and the Real PlayList 2 after the editing. In addition, through this operation, any

variation does not occur in the Clip.

[0196] Conversely, in a case where the current editing is not the division editing, in step

S16, the setting unit 203 set 0 to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList.

[0197] For example, as shown in Fig. 34, in a case where the Real PlayList 1 and the Real

PlayList 2, which correspond to the Clip 1 and the Clip 2, respectively, are combined,

0 is set to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList 1 after the editing. In addition,

through this operation, no variation occurs in the Clips.

[0198] On the other hand, in step S12, when it is determined that the is_shared_Clip of the

Real PlayList that is an object to be edited is not 0, that is, 1, a determination process

of step S15 is performed. In step S15, the determination unit 204 determines whether

or not the Clip is referred to by another Real PlayList. Specifically, the determination

unit 204 determines whether or not the Clip that is referred to by the Real PlayList

after the editing is referred to by another Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is

1.

[0199] In a case where the Clip that is referred to by the Real PlayList after the editing is

referred to by another Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, a process of step

S14 is performed. That is, 1 is set to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList after the

editing. In a case where the Clip that is referred to by the Real PlayList after the editing

is not referred to by another Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, a process

of step S16 is performed. That is, 0 is set to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList



after the editing.

[0200] After the processes of steps S14 and S16, in step S17, the updating unit 206 updates

information of the INDEX.BAV of the Real PlayList that is an object to be recorded.

That is, as described with reference to Fig. 17, the is_shared_Clip is included in the

INDEX.BAV of Fig. 17. Therefore, the is_shared_Clip of the INDEX.BAV is updated

to the value set by the processes in steps S14 and S16. Absolutely, in addition to this

updating, changed information is also updated.

[020 1] In step S18, the recording unit 201 records the Real PlayList and the INDEX.BAV.

That is, in step S17, the INDEX.BAV in which the is_shared_Clip and various pieces

of information are updated is recorded on the recording medium 100.

[0202] In the recording process of Fig. 31, a condition which the PlayList satisfies in a case

where the flag of the is_shared_Clip is set to "1" is the above-described (2). That is, the

Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1 is a PlayList in which at least one

among Clips that are referred to by the Playltems is referred to by another Real

PlayList.

[0203] A recording process in a case where the meaning of the is_shared_Clip is defined as

the above-described (3) will be described later with reference to Fig. 43, but in the

recording process of Fig. 31, the PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1 may be

smaller than that in the process in Fig. 43. As a result, in the recording process of Fig.

31, a time taken to read out all PlayLists in which the is_shared_Clip is 1 may be

shorter than that in the recording process of Fig. 43 in which the meaning of the

is_shared_Clip is defined as the above-described (3).

[0204] <Contents Deletion Process>

Next, the contents deletion process will be described with reference to Figs. 35 to 37.

Fig. 35 shows a flowchart explaining the deletion process. Fig. 36 shows a diagram i l

lustrating deletion of the entirety of the Real PlayList, and Fig. 37 shows a diagram il

lustrating deletion of a part of the Real Playlist.

[0205] In step S51, the acquisition unit 202 acquires the INDEX.BAV. That is, the

INDEX.BAV file (Fig. 17) that is recorded on the recording medium 100 in step S18

of Fig. 31 is read out.

[0206] In step S52, the acquisition unit 202 acquires an instruction of deleting the Real

PlayList. That is, when a user gives an instruction of deleting the contents, a list of the

contents (Fig. 16) is also displayed. The user designates the content (PlayList) that is

an object to be deleted in the list. This designated Real PlayList is acquired.

[0207] In step S53, the acquisition unit 202 acquires a value of the is_shared_Clip. That is,

in the is_shared_Clip that is included in the INDEX.BAV that was read out in step

S51, a value of the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted is

acquired.



[0208] In step S54, the determination unit 204 determines whether or not the value of the

is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted, which was acquired

in step S53, is 1.

[0209] In a case where the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted

is not 1, that is, in the case of 0, in step S58, the deletion unit 205 deletes the Real

PlayList and a Clip that is referred to by the Real PlayList. That is, in this case, since

the Clip, which is referred to by the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted, is not

referred to by another Real PlayList, the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted

and the Clip that is referred to by this Real PlayList are deleted.

[0210] For example, as shown in Fig. 36, in a case where the Real PlayList refers to the

Clip, when deletion of the entirety of the Real PlayList is instructed, the Real PlayList

and the Clip that is referred to by this Real PlayList are deleted.

[021 1] In addition, for example, as shown in Fig. 37, in a case where the Real PlayList refers

to the Clip, when deletion of a part of the Real PlayList is instructed, a part of the Real

PlayList, which is instructed to be deleted, is deleted. In addition, a part of the Clip,

which is referred to by a part that is instructed to be deleted, is deleted. When the

editing of partial deletion of the Real PlayList in which the value of the is_shared_Clip

is 0 is carried out, the value of the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList after the editing

is also regarded as 0 (the above-described processes in step S12, S13, and S16 of Fig.

31).

[0212] In practical use, the number of the Real PlayLists in which the is_shared_Clip is 0 is

overwhelmingly larger than that of the Real PlayLists in which the is_shared_Clip is 1.

That is, the Real PlayList in which the Clip referred to by the Real PlayList itself is not

referred to by another Real PlayList is more numerous than the Real PlayList in which

the Clip referred to by the Real PlayList itself is referred to by another Real PlayList.

Therefore, when the Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 0 is immediately

deleted, an average processing time of the deletion process may be shortened.

[0213] Conversely, in a case where in step S54, it is determined that the is_shared_Clip of

the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted is 1, at least one Clip that is referred to

by the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted is referred to by another Real

PlayList. Therefore, in step S55, the acquisition unit 202 acquires all Real PlayLists in

which the is_shared_Clip is 1. That is, all of the Real PlayLists in which the

is_shared_Clip is 1 are read out from the INDEX.BAV of Fig. 17.

[0214] In step S56, the search unit 207 searches for a deletable Clip. That is, the deletable

Clip is searched for in the Real PlayLists in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, which is

acquired in step S55. Here, the deletable Clip is a Clip, which is not referred to by

another Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, among Clips that are referred

to by the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted.



[0215] The Real PlayList that is regarded as an object to be searched is limited to the Real

PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1 in a process in step S55. Therefore, the

search and the deletion may be quickly carried out compared to a case in which the

flag of the is_shared_Clip is not present.

[0216] In step S57, the deletion unit 205 deletes the Real PlayList and the deletable Clip.

That is, the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted and the deletable Clip that is

searched in step S56 are deleted.

[0217] After the processes in steps S57 and S58, in step S59, the deletion unit 205 deletes a

Virtual PlayList that refers to the deleted Clip. That is, the Virtual PlayList that is

referred to by the deleted Clip has no meaning to exist. In addition, the Virtual PlayList

does not share the Clip with another Virtual PlayList. Therefore, in a case where the

Virtual PlayList exists, this Virtual PlayList is deleted immediately.

[0218] In step S60, the updating unit 206 updates the INDEX.BAV. That is, the

INDEX.BAV is updated so as to correspond to the deletion process in step S57 to S59.

In addition, information of the is_shared_Clip or the like, which accompanies the

deletion process, is updated in the above-described process in step S17 of Fig. 31.

[0219] Next, in step S61, the recording unit 201 records the INDEX.BAV. That is, the

INDEX.BAV file that is updated in step S60 is recorded on the recording medium 100.

[0220] <Editing Example 1>

Next, editing of the Real PlayList will be described with reference to Figs. 38 to 42.

Figs. 38 to 42 show diagrams illustrating the editing of the Real PlayList.

[0221] Fig. 38 shows an example when the Real PlayList 1 to the Real PlayList 4, which

correspond to the plurality of Clip 1 to Clip 4, are created through the creation

operation. Similarly to the case shown in Fig. 32, the value of the is_shared_Clip in all

of the Real PlayList 1 to Real PlayList 4 is 0.

[0222] Fig. 39 shows an example of the Real PlayList on the recording medium 100 after

editing plural times. In this example, the value of the is_shared_Clip of the Real

PlayList 1 is 0, and the value of the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList 2 to the Real

PlayList 4 is 1. The Real PlayList 1 is referring to the Clip 1. The Real PlayList 2 is

referring to a part of the Clip 2. The Real PlayList 3 is referring to a portion of the Clip

2, which is not referred to by the Real PlayList 2, and a part of the Clip 3. The Real

PlayList 4 is referring to a portion of the Clip 3, which is not referred to by the Real

PlayList 3, and the Clip 4.

[0223] Fig. 40 illustrates the Real PlayList on the recording medium 100 after the Real

PlayList 1 of Fig. 39 is deleted. Since the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList 1 is 0,

the Real PlayList 1 and the Clip 1 (a Clip information file and a corresponding Clip

AV stream file) that is referred to by the Real PlayList 1 itself may be deleted (the

above-described process in step S58 of Fig. 35).



[0224] Fig. 4 1 illustrates the Real PlayList on the recording medium 100 after the Real

PlayList 4 is deleted from the state of Fig. 40. Since the is_shared_Clip of the Real

PlayList 4 in Fig. 40 is 1, all PlayList files, in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, in the

INDEX.BAV are read out from the recording medium 100 (the above-described

process in step S55 of Fig. 35). In addition, it is examined whether or not the Clip 4,

which is referred to by the Real PlayList 4 that is an object to be deleted, is referred to

by another Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1 (the above-described process

in step S56 of Fig. 35).

[0225] Since the Clip 3 that is referred to by the Real PlayList 4 is referred to by another

Real PlayList 3 in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, this Clip 3 is not a deletable Clip.

Since the Clip 4 that is referred to by the Real PlayList 4 is not referred to by another

Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, this Clip 4 is a deletable Clip.

Therefore, the Real PlayList 4 and the Clip 4 are deleted, such that it enters a state

shown in Fig. 4 1 (the above-described process in step S57 of Fig. 35).

[0226] Fig. 42 illustrates the Real PlayList after the recording process of Fig. 31 and the

deletion process of Fig. 35 are performed, and then the Real PlayList 3 is deleted from

the state of Fig. 40. Since the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList 3 of Fig. 40 is 1, all

PlayLists, in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, in the INDEX.BAV are read out from the

recording medium 100 (the above-described process in step S55 of Fig. 35). In

addition, it is examined whether or not the Clip, which is referred to by the Real

PlayList 3 that is an object to be deleted, is referred to by another Real PlayList in

which the is_shared_Clip is 1 (the above-described process in step S56 of Fig. 35).

[0227] Since the Clip 2 and Clip 3 that are referred to by the Real PlayList 3 are referred to

by other Real PlayList 1 and Real PlayList 4 in which the is_shared_Clip is 1, these

Clip 2 and Clip 3 are not deletable Clips. Therefore, only the Real PlayList 3 is

deleted, and thus it enters a state shown in Fig. 42 (the above-described process in step

S57 of Fig. 35).

[0228] In addition, in the example of Fig. 42, unnecessary stream portions of the Clip 2 and

the Clip 3 are deleted together with the deletion of the Real PlayList 3. This process is

a process corresponding to the example of partially deleting the Real PlayList of Fig.

37.

[0229] As shown in Fig. 42, as a result of the editing, the Clip 2 that is referred to by the

Real PlayList 2, and the Clips 3 and 4 that are referred to by the Real PlayList 4 are not

referred to by another Real PlayList. Therefore, the is_shared_Clip of each of the Real

PlayList 2 and the Real PlayList 4 is changed to 0 (the above-described processes in

steps S12, S15, and S16 of Fig. 31).

[0230] <Recording Process 2>

Next, a description will be made with respect to a process of recording an



is_shared_Clip flag in a case where a condition which the PlayList satisfies when the

is_shared_Clip flag is set to "1" is set to the above-described (3) with reference to Fig.

43. In this case, the Real PlayList in which the is_shared_Clip is 1 is a Real PlayList in

which the value of the is_shared_Clip has been set to "1" once after being recorded.

That is, this Real PlayList is a Real PlayList in which the Clips that are referred to by

the Real PlayList may not be currently referred to by another Real PlayList.

[0231] In step Sill, the determination unit 204 determines whether or not the Real PlayList

is created. For example, in a case where new contents are recorded, the Real PlayList is

created.

[0232] In a case where the Real PlayList is created, in step SI 15, the setting unit 203 sets 0

to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList. For example, in the case of recording new

contents, 0 is set to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList.

[0233] In a case where the Real PlayList is not created, in step SI 12, the determination unit

204 determines whether or not the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList is 0. For

example, in the case of editing the recorded contents, the recorded Real PlayList is

edited. In this case, the determination is made with respect to the recorded Real

PlayList, that is, the value of the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList that is an object to

be edited.

[0234] In a case where the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList that is an object to be edited

is 0, in step SI 13, the determination unit 204 determines whether or not the current

editing is division editing. In a case where the current editing is division editing, in

step SI 14, the setting unit 203 sets 1 to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList.

[0235] Conversely, in a case where the current editing is not division editing, in step SI 15,

the setting unit 203 sets 0 to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList.

[0236] In addition, in a case where in step SI 12, it is determined that the is_shared_Clip of

the Real PlayList is not 0, that is, in the case of being determined as 1, the deter

mination process in step SI 13 is skipped, and the process proceeds to step SI 14, and 1

is set to the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList. That is, when the is_shared_Clip is

once set to 1, the is_shared_Clip is not changed to 0 ever since.

[0237] After the processes in steps S114 and S115, in step S116, the updating unit 206

updates the information of the INDEX.BAV of the Real PlayList that is an object to be

recorded.

[0238] In step S117, the recording unit 201 records the Real PlayList and the INDEX.BAV.

That is, in step SI 16, the INDEX.BAV in which the is_shared_Clip and various pieces

of information are updated is recorded on the recording medium 100.

[0239] In this manner, in the recording process of Fig. 43, the process of step S15 in the

recording process of Fig. 3 1 is omitted. Other processes of the recording process of

Fig. 43 are the same as the case of Fig. 31.



[0240] That is, the processes in steps SI 11 to SI 17 of Fig. 43 correspond to the processes in

steps SI 1 to SI4, and SI6 to S18 of Fig. 31, respectively.

[0241] <Editing Example 2>

In the recording process of Fig. 31, as described above with reference to Figs. 40 and

42, the is_shared_Clip may be changed. That is, when the Real PlayList 3 is deleted in

a state shown in Fig. 40, as shown in Fig. 42, the Clips that are referred to by the Real

PlayList 2 and the Real PlayList 4 are not referred to by another Real PlayList.

Therefore, the is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList 2 and the Real PlayList 4 may be

changed from 1 to 0.

[0242] However, in the recording process in Fig. 43, the value of the is_shared_Clip of the

Real PlayList 2 and the Real PlayList 4 after the editing is not changed, and the value

thereof is left to 1 (the above-described processes in steps SI 12 and SI 14 of Fig. 43).

[0243] Fig. 44 illustrates the Real PlayList after the recording process of Fig. 43 and the

deletion process of Fig. 35 are performed, and then the Real PlayList 3 is deleted from

the state of Fig. 40. The variation in the Real PlayList and Clip, which accompanies the

deletion process in Fig. 35, is the same as the case explained with reference to Fig. 42.

[0244] As shown in Fig. 44, when the Clip 2 that is referred to by the Real PlayList 2, and

the Clips 3 and 4 that are referred to by the Real PlayList 4 are not referred to by

another Real PlayList, in the recording process of Fig. 43, the following process is

performed with respect to the is_shared_Clip. That is, as shown in Fig. 40, the

is_shared_Clip of the Real PlayList 2 and the Real PlayList 4 is already set to 1 before

the editing. In this case, in step SI 12, it is always determined as NO. As a result

thereof, when 1 is once set to the is_shared_Clip, the process of setting 0 to the

is_shared_Clip in step SI 15 is not performed, and the is_shared_Clip is left to 1.

[0245] In this case, when deleting the Real PlayList 3, only the information of the

INDEX.BAV with respect to the Real PlayList 3 may be deleted (updated), and the in

formation of the INDEX.BAV with respect to the Real PlayList 2 and the Real

PlayList 4 may not be updated. That is, since only the information of the INDEX.BAV

of the Real PlayList that is an object to be deleted may be updated by broadening the

meaning of the is_shared_Clip from the above-described (2) to (3), the management of

the content of the INDEX.BAV may be performed easily.

[0246] Next, an effect of the is_shared_Clip of the INDEX.BAV will be described. It is

assumed that a reference state of Clips of all PlayLists, which are recorded below the

PLAYLIST directory, is set to a state of Fig. 39.

[0247] It is assumed that now, the Real PlayList 2 is deleted from the state of Fig. 39. The

Real PlayList 2 is referring to Clip 2. In a case where the is_shared_Clip of the

INDEX.BAV does not exist, it is necessary to read out other Real PlayList 1, Real

PlayList 3, and Real PlayList 4 from the recording medium 100, and to examine



whether or not the Clip 2 is referred to by these Real PlayLists. In this example, since

the number of the PlayLists below the PLAYLIST directory is four, it does not take a

long time to read out the three files.

[0248] However, in a case where the number of the PlayLists that are recorded on the

recording medium 100 is large (for example, 10,000 or more), it takes a long time to

read out all of the PlayLists and to examine whether or not the Clip 2 is referred to by

these PlayLists.

[0249] Therefore, the is_shared_Clip is recorded in the INDEX.BAV, this value is

examined, and only the Playlist in which the value is 1 is made to be read out. In this

case, it may be expected that the number of the PlayLists that are necessary to be read

out is decreased. As a result, it is possible to shorten a time taken to examine a

reference relationship between the PlayList and Clips.

[0250] <Application of Embodiment of Present Disclosure to Program>

The above-described series of processes may be executed by hardware or software.

[0251] In a case where the above-described series of processes is executed by the software, a

program making up the software may be installed on a computer in which dedicated

hardware is assembled, or for example, a general purpose personal computer or the like

that can execute various functions by installing various programs over a network or

from a recording medium.

[0252] The recording medium that including this program may be configured by not only a

magnetic disk (including a floppy disk), the optical disc (including a CD-ROM

(Compact Disc-Read Only Memory) and a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc)), a magneto-

optical disc (including an MD (Mini-Disc)), or a removable media including a semi

conductor memory, on which a program is recorded and which are distributed

separately from the device main body so as to present a program to a user, but also a

flash ROM, a hard disk, or the like in which a program is recorded in advance, which

is presented to a user in a state of being assembled in the device main body.

[0253] In addition, in this specification, a step of describing the program that is recorded on

the recording medium includes not only a process that is performed in a time series

according to a sequence, but also a process that is performed in parallel or individually

although not being processed in time series.

[0254] Embodiments of the present disclosure is not limited to the above-described em

bodiments, and various modifications may be made without departing from the scope

of the present disclosure.

[0255] <Others>

The present disclosure may be implemented as the following configurations.

(1) An information processing device comprising:

a controller to:



control generation or alteration of a first reproduction information according to a flag,

wherein the flag indicates whether a content file referred to by the first reproduction in

formation is referred to by second reproduction information.

(2) The information processing device according to (1), wherein alteration of the first

reproduction information comprises dividing the first reproduction information.

(3) The information processing device according to (2), wherein, in response to

dividing the first reproduction information, the flag is set to indicate that the content

file referred to by the first reproduction information is referred to by the second re

production information.

(4) The information processing device according to (1), wherein alteration of the first

reproduction information comprises combining the first reproduction information with

other reproduction information.

(5) The information processing device according to (4), wherein, in response to

combining the reproduction information with the other reproduction information, the

flag is set to indicate that the content file referred to by the first reproduction in

formation is not referred to by the second reproduction information.

(6) The information processing device according to (1), wherein, in response to

generation of the first reproduction information, the flag is set to indicate that the

content file referred to by the first reproduction information is not referred to by the

second reproduction information.

(7) The information processing device according to (1), wherein, in the event that the

content file referred to by the first reproduction information is referred to by the second

reproduction information, the flag is set to a binary value of one.

(8) The information processing device according to (1), wherein, in the event that the

content file referred to by the first reproduction information is referred to by the second

reproduction information, the content file is not deleted in response to an instruction to

delete the first reproduction information.

(9) The information processing device according to (1), wherein, in the event that the

content file referred to by the first reproduction information is not referred to by the

second reproduction information, the flag is set to a binary value of zero.

(10) The information processing device according to (1), wherein, in the event that the

content file referred to by the first reproduction information is not referred to by the

second reproduction information, the content file is deleted in response to an in

struction to delete the first reproduction information.

(11) The information processing device according to (1), wherein the first reproduction

information is one of a first play list file and a first index, and the second reproduction

information is one of a second play list file and a second index.

(12) An information processing device comprising:



a controller to:

in response to receiving an instruction to delete a first reproduction information, access

a first flag associated with the first reproduction information, wherein the first flag

indicates whether to delete both the first reproduction information and a first content

file referred to by the first reproduction information; and

in the event that the first flag indicates that both the first reproduction information and

the first content file are to be deleted in response to the instruction to delete the first re

production information, control deletion of the first reproduction information and the

first content file.

(13) The information processing device according to (12), wherein the controller is

further configured to, in the event that the first flag indicates that the first content file is

not to be deleted in response to the instruction to delete the first reproduction in

formation, access a second flag associated with second reproduction information that

indicates that a second content file referred to by the second reproduction information

is referred to by third reproduction information.

(14) The information processing device according to claim (13), wherein the second

reproduction information is not referred to by the first reproduction information.

(15) The information processing device according to (13), wherein the first flag

indicates that the first content file is not to be deleted in the event that the first content

file is referred to by the second reproduction information.

(16) The information processing device according to (13), wherein the first re

production information is one of a first play list file and a first index, and the second

reproduction information is one of a second play list file and a second index.

(17) An information processing device comprising:

a controller to:

in response to an instruction to alter a first content file referred to by first reproduction

information, determine whether the instruction corresponds to a deleting operation to

delete the first content file, a combining operation to combine the first content file with

a second content file, or a dividing operation to divide contents of the first content file;

and

in the event that the instruction corresponds to the deleting operation, the combining

operation, or the dividing operation, a value of a flag of the first reproduction in

formation is set to indicate that the first content file is referred to by second re

production information.

(18) The information processing device according to (17), wherein, in the event that

the value of the flag indicates that the first content file is referred to by the second re

production information , the first content file is not deleted in response to an in

struction to delete the first reproduction information.



(19) The information processing device according to (17), wherein the first re

production information is one of a first play list file and a first index, and the second

reproduction information is one of a second play list file and a second index.

(20) A computer-implemented method that is performed by a processor in response to

executing program code, the method comprising:

controlling generation or alteration of first reproduction information, according to a

flag, wherein the flag indicates whether a content file referred to by the first re

production information is referred to by second reproduction information.

(21) The method according to (20), wherein the first reproduction information is one of

a first play list file and a first index, and the second reproduction information is one of

a second play list file and a second index.

(22) An information processing device comprising:

a controller to: in the event that a content file referred to by first reproduction in

formation is marked for deletion, cause a value of a flag to be changed, wherein the

flag indicates whether the content file is referred to by second reproduction in

formation.

(23) An information processing device, including:

a recording unit that records a flag representing that actual state information as an

actual state of contents, which is referred to by reproduction information, is referred to

by other reproduction information;

a search unit that searches for the actual state information that is deletable by using the

flag, in a case where deletion of the reproduction information is instructed; and

a deletion unit that deletes the reproduction information of an object to be deleted and

the deletable actual state information, in a case where the deletion of the reproduction

information is instructed.

(24) The information processing device according to (23),

wherein the search unit searches for the actual state information that is the actual state

information referred to by the reproduction information of the object to be deleted and

that is not referred to by the reproduction information other than the object to be

deleted, as the deletable actual state information.

(25) The information processing device according to (23) or (24),

wherein the search unit searches for the actual state information that is deletable

among plural pieces of the actual state information that are referred to by the re

production information having the flag representing that the actual state information is

referred to by other reproduction information.

(26) The information processing device according to any one of (23) to (25),

wherein in a case where the flag of the reproduction information of the object to be

deleted represents that the actual state information referred to by the reproduction in-



formation of the object to be deleted is not referred to by other reproduction in

formation, the deletion unit deletes the reproduction information of the object to be

deleted and the actual state information that is referred to by the reproduction in

formation of the object to be deleted.

(27) The information processing device according to (26),

wherein the deletion unit further deletes the reproduction information that refers to the

actual state information that is deleted, and that does not share the actual state in

formation.

(28) The information processing device according to any one of (23) to (27), further

including:

a setting unit that sets the flag along with the editing of the reproduction information.

(29) The information processing device according to (28),

wherein in a case where the reproduction information is divided, the setting unit sets

the flag in a state representing that the actual state information is referred to by other

reproduction information, and in a case where the reproduction information is created,

combined, and partially deleted, the setting unit sets the flag in a state representing that

the actual state information is not referred to by other reproduction information.

(30) The information processing device according to (28) or (29),

wherein in a case where the flag of the reproduction information before editing is set in

a state representing that the actual state information is referred to by other reproduction

information, when the actual state information referred to by the reproduction in

formation after the editing is not referred to by other reproduction information of the

flag representing that the actual state information is referred to by other reproduction

information, the setting unit changes the flag in a state representing that the actual state

information is not referred to by other reproduction information.

(31) The information processing device according to any one of (28) to (30),

wherein the flag represents that the actual state information is referred to by other re

production information one time after the reproduction information is recorded, and

in a case where the flag is set once in a state representing that the actual state in

formation is referred to by other reproduction information, after this, the setting unit

does not change the flag in a state representing that the actual state information is not

referred to by other reproduction information.

(32) An information processing method, including:

recording a flag representing that actual state information as an actual state of contents,

which is referred to by reproduction information, is referred to by other reproduction

information;

searching for the actual state information that is deletable by using the flag, in a case

where deletion of the reproduction information is instructed; and



deleting the reproduction information of an object to be deleted and the deletable

actual state information, in a case where the deletion of the reproduction information is

instructed.

(33) A program that allows a computer to execute processes, the processes including:

recording a flag representing that actual state information as an actual state of contents,

which is referred to by reproduction information, is referred to by other reproduction

information;

searching for the actual state information that is deletable by using the flag, in a case

where deletion of the reproduction information is instructed; and

deleting the reproduction information of an object to be deleted and the deletable

actual state information, in a case where the deletion of the reproduction information is

instructed.

[0256] The present disclosure contains subject matter related to that disclosed in Japanese

Priority Patent Application JP 201 1-260279 filed in the Japan Patent Office on

November 29, 201 1, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

[0257] It should be understood by those skilled in the art that various modifications, com

binations, sub-combinations and alterations may occur depending on design re

quirements and other factors insofar as they are within the scope of the appended

claims or the equivalents thereof.

Reference Signs List
[0258] 1: Recording and reproducing device

11, 12, 13: Terminal

14: Analysis unit

15: AV encoder

16: Multiplexer

17: Switch

18: Multiplexed stream analyzing unit

19: Source packetizer

20: ECC encoding unit

21: Modulation unit

22: Writing unit

23: Control unit

24: User interface

26: Demultiplexer

27: AV decoder

28: Reading-out unit

29: Demodulation unit



: ECC decoding unit

: Source packetizer

, 33: Terminal

1: Recording unit

2 : Acquisition unit

3 : Determination unit

4 : Display unit
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Claims
An information processing device comprising:

a controller to:

control generation or alteration of a first reproduction information

according to a flag, wherein the flag indicates whether a content file

referred to by the first reproduction information is referred to by second

reproduction information.

The information processing device according to claim 1, wherein al

teration of the first reproduction information comprises dividing the

first reproduction information.

The information processing device according to claim 2, wherein, in

response to dividing the first reproduction information, the flag is set to

indicate that the content file referred to by the first reproduction in

formation is referred to by the second reproduction information.

The information processing device according to claim 1, wherein al

teration of the first reproduction information comprises combining the

first reproduction information with other reproduction information.

The information processing device according to claim 4, wherein, in

response to combining the reproduction information with the other re

production information, the flag is set to indicate that the content file

referred to by the first reproduction information is not referred to by the

second reproduction information.

The information processing device according to claim 1, wherein, in

response to generation of the first reproduction information, the flag is

set to indicate that the content file referred to by the first reproduction

information is not referred to by the second reproduction information.

The information processing device according to claim 1, wherein, in

the event that the content file referred to by the first reproduction in

formation is referred to by the second reproduction information, the

flag is set to a binary value of one.

The information processing device according to claim 1, wherein, in

the event that the content file referred to by the first reproduction in

formation is referred to by the second reproduction information, the

content file is not deleted in response to an instruction to delete the first

reproduction information.

The information processing device according to claim 1, wherein, in

the event that the content file referred to by the first reproduction in-
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formation is not referred to by the second reproduction information, the

flag is set to a binary value of zero.

The information processing device according to claim 1, wherein, in

the event that the content file referred to by the first reproduction in

formation is not referred to by the second reproduction information, the

content file is deleted in response to an instruction to delete the first re

production information.

The information processing device according to claim 1, wherein the

first reproduction information is one of a first play list file and a first

index, and the second reproduction information is one of a second play

list file and a second index.

An information processing device comprising:

a controller to:

in response to receiving an instruction to delete a first reproduction in

formation, access a first flag associated with the first reproduction in

formation, wherein the first flag indicates whether to delete both the

first reproduction information and a first content file referred to by the

first reproduction information; and

in the event that the first flag indicates that both the first reproduction

information and the first content file are to be deleted in response to the

instruction to delete the first reproduction information, control deletion

of the first reproduction information and the first content file.

The information processing device according to claim 12, wherein the

controller is further configured to, in the event that the first flag

indicates that the first content file is not to be deleted in response to the

instruction to delete the first reproduction information, access a second

flag associated with second reproduction information that indicates that

a second content file referred to by the second reproduction information

is referred to by third reproduction information.

The information processing device according to claim 13, wherein the

second reproduction information is not referred to by the first re

production information.

The information processing device according to claim 13, wherein the

first flag indicates that the first content file is not to be deleted in the

event that the first content file is referred to by the second reproduction

information.

The information processing device according to claim 13, wherein the

first reproduction information is one of a first play list file and a first
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index, and the second reproduction information is one of a second play

list file and a second index.

[Claim 17] An information processing device comprising:

a controller to:

in response to an instruction to alter a first content file referred to by

first reproduction information, determine whether the instruction cor

responds to a deleting operation to delete the first content file, a

combining operation to combine the first content file with a second

content file, or a dividing operation to divide contents of the first

content file; and

in the event that the instruction corresponds to the deleting operation,

the combining operation, or the dividing operation, a value of a flag of

the first reproduction information is set to indicate that the first content

file is referred to by second reproduction information.

[Claim 18] The information processing device according to claim 17, wherein, in

the event that the value of the flag indicates that the first content file is

referred to by the second reproduction information, the first content file

is not deleted in response to an instruction to delete the first re

production information.

[Claim 19] The information processing device according to claim 17, wherein the

first reproduction information is one of a first play list file and a first

index, and the second reproduction information is one of a second play

list file and a second index.

[Claim 20] A computer-implemented method that is performed by a processor in

response to executing program code, the method comprising:

controlling generation or alteration of first reproduction information,

according to a flag, wherein the flag indicates whether a content file

referred to by the first reproduction information is referred to by second

reproduction information.

[Claim 21] The method according to claim 20, wherein the first reproduction in

formation is one of a first play list file and a first index, and the second

reproduction information is one of a second play list file and a second

index.

[Claim 22] An information processing device comprising:

a controller to: in the event that a content file referred to by first re

production information is marked for deletion, cause a value of a flag to

be changed, wherein the flag indicates whether the content file is

referred to by second reproduction information.
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